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TITLE: ACOUSTIC DEVTC F.

DESCRIPTTQN

FIELD OP thb TKn^^y^t
The invention relates to acoustic devices for use in

10 or as loudspeakers when driven or excited,, usually by elec-
trical signals via electrodynamic means; or in or as micro-
phones when driven by incident acoustic energy, usually to
produce a corresponding electrical signal; or in or for
other acoustic devices or purposes.

15 United Kingdom Patent applications as follows :-
Mo. 95/17918 filed 2nd September 1995 for "Acoustic Device-
No. 95/22281 filed 31st October 1995 for "Acoustic Device-
No. 96/06836 filed 30th March 1996 for "Acoustic Device"
from which priority is claimed are hereby incorporated by

20 reference, in their entirety, into this application.
GENERAL BACKGROUND

Conventional loudspeakers in widespread use employ
acoustic air-driving elements of so-called "cone" type. The
or each cone element is mechanically driven at its smaller

25 end in a pistonic manner, normally by a moving coil of
electromagnetic means having an operatively associated
fixed magnet assembly mounted to a frame or chassis of the
loudspeaker in accurate registration with the moving coil
and cone assembly. Anti-phase air-excitation to rear of

30 this assembly needs careful baffle/enclosure design to
avoid cancellation effects in desired acoustic output from
the front of the cone element. Naturally * stiff light-
weight sheet materials have been used for such cones, as
well as very stiff composite sandwich structures that do

35 not bend at all over the working frequency range; even cone
elements with tailored reduction of stiffness outwardly
with the aim of reducing the effective radiating area with
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increasing frequency to improve acoustic pistonic effects,

including combating increasingly narrow directivity at high
frequency. Excellent results are obtainable, e.g. using

|

different sizes/types of cone elements and associated drive

S units for different frequency ranges, with appropriate

electronic "cross-over" circuitry, often all in one loud-

speaker housing. However, mass and bulk tend to be subs-

tantial. Moreover, sound produced is constrained by its

origin with one or more cone elements whose * axiality
10 imposes unavoidably high directionality, particularly the

higher the frequency; and loudness very noticeably follows
the inverse square law of radiation relative to distance, .

as though from a point-source. C
Not surprisingly, much interest and effort has long

15 been directed to use of flatter acoustic elements or dia-
phragms to occupy less space, hopefully be less direct-
ional, and preferably be less weighty. Many proposals have

resulted. Some use stretched webs or films of flexible
material clamped at their edges in frames, e.g. along with

20 bonded-on current-carrying strips or wires for electro-
magnetic drive using large and heavy arrays of perforated

magnets, or with applied surface conduction for electro-
static drive from fixed perforated polarised /electrode

plates requiring large high-voltage transformers and

25 subject to loudness being limited by voltage break-down.
£

Drive operation of these stretched film loudspeakers is

inherently pistonic, and there tend to be unwanted modal

"drum" and related resonances at discrete frequencies

requiring specific damping provisions for satisfactory

3 0 performance

.

Other prior proposals have been based on using panels

of expanded or foamed polystyrene edge-mounted in housings

and also rely primarily on pistonic action. One example,

known under the trade name 'Polyplanar ' , has conventional

35 moving coil drive. Another, known as "Orthophase" has an

array of magnets and coils disposed over its surface to try

to achieve Uniphase drive. Yet others, as available from
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Sound Advance Systems of California, have variously shaped
flat surface polystyrene panels with complex rear ribbing
and thinned edge profiling with a conventional moving coil
driver mechanisms mounted to a chassis. Bertagni, from
Argentina, has patented such proposals made from bonded
expanded polystyrene beads, ostensibly based on how musical
instruments produce sound, and requiring complex edge-
clamped structures of variable thickness/flexibility, but
also understood to rely basically on pistonio action.
Yamaha of Japan made a large loudspeaker using a thick
polystyrene diaphragm of "ear-shape" suspended at its
perimeter, with moving coil drive requiring a large chassis
for registering powerful magnet provision, effectively as
a very large solid-cone, pistonic-action loudspeaker with
a degree of self-baffling.

In a sense, these other proposals can be seen as being
variations on the simple theme of almost any panel having
potential for sound amplification, as long-known relative
to musical boxes placed on a table top. In the 1970 's,

this theme was the basis for a self-contained electro-
dynamic unit known as "Sonance" (see US Patent 3,728,497)
and intended for screwing or gluing to virtually any
surface, including under a table top. Not surprisingly,
absence of any design control over attachment surfaces/
panels, together with no better than moderate efficiency,
led only to unpredictable results not satisfactory for high
quality sound reproduction.

PARTICULAR BACKGROriNQ TO INVENTIVE CONCEPTS

It is one object of this invention to provide an
acoustic element with non-pistonic action in an improved
manner leading, inter alia, to ready implementation as more
viable flat panel loudspeakers.

Our approach involved relies on exploiting resonance,
i.e. departing radically from long and strongly established
presumptions regarding quality of sound reproduction being
critically reliant upon avoiding resonance effects.
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Our approach involves use of materials capable of

sustaining bending waves rand generating sound from action

of those bending waves. General theory for analysis and
calculations concerning bending wave action and related
resonances in two-dimensional panel structures is long
known and understood, for various purposes. Por purposes
hereof, we find that finite element analysis is particular-
ly suitable and useful in analysing bending wave action in

panel-like structures; and arriving at remarkably effective

and compact loudspeakers, including with capability for
wide-band performance of great clarity/intelligibility, and
well-suited to good quality sound reproduction. Moreover,

other valuable passive as well as active acoustic devices
and applications arise. At least one prima facie attract-
ive and likely mathematical technique, namely statistical
energy analysis, is actually ineffective.

We know of a few prior proposals for sound reproduc-
tion based on bending wave action, though none appreciate
or foreshadow the analysis, understanding and practical
teaching hereof. Two of these proposals emphasise import-
ance of "the coincidence frequency" , where the speed of
sound in panels subject to bending wave action matches the

speed of sound in air. One, see US Patent No 3,347,335
(Watters), proposes a light stiff strip element of compos-

ite structure that is excited whilst clamped so that,

controlled intendedly substantially single-axis bending

waves are generated over a specified frequency range for
which the panel is deliberately designed for a constant
velocity of sound. The particular intention is to produce
a highly directional sound output, and operate the strip
only above the coincidence frequency, stated as typically
in the range 700Hz to 2KHz. A weakened sfiear property is

said to help meet the constant sound velocity desideratum.

Another, see WO92/03024, specifically illustrates and

describes a one-metre square loudspeaker panel wholly of

aluminium alloy having a honeycomb cellular core between

facing sheets giving an extremely high stiffness in all
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orientations. . This panel is required to be mounted to a
support in a free undamped manner, and is shown mechanic-
ally excited at a corner by a vibrator device acting react-
ively from secure mounting to the support. Only limited
working acoustic range is indicated, said to be suited to
applications such as public address systems; and operation
is again limited to being wholly above the coincidence
frequency. Whilst very high mechanical efficiency is ind-
icated for sound energy conversion, the described panel is
so stiff that it is difficult to drive,, requiring a very
large and cumbersome moving-coil driver. In fact, overall
efficiency from the viewpoint of electrical input is even
less than for conventional loudspeakers. It is also very
expensive to make; and rather heavy, particularly with its

IS support frame. Limitations in operating frequency range of
this proposal were confirmed, and at first appeared to
preclude achieving practical loudspeakers, even for public
address applications where there is acceptance of limited
range/ quality of sound reproduction but

20 expectation/requirement for quite low-cost units.
However, our own theoretical and practical research

and development reveals, as just outlined above, ways of
designing and operating a panel as a well-behaved acoustic
element that can have a surprisingly wide frequency cover-

25 age and remarkable sound distribution and loudness capabil-
ity, including with low or virtually no perceived direct-
ionality and reduced proximity effects as to loudness.
Indeed, when appropriately driven by electro-mechanical
transducers, a wide range of light-weight flat or curved
loudspeakers can be produced, for a wide range of applic-
ations, to some of which such loudspeakers hereof seem
uniquely suitable, whether or not with "wide frequency
coverage. It is noted again that other acoustic devices
arise of profoundly novel and useful characteristics, as

35 will become apparent. It is also noted that, in contrast
to other mathematical techniques, specifically statistical
energy analysis, use of finite element analysis could, at

30
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least as applied by us, have revealed structural problems
as the reasons for frequency limitation of WO92/03024 and
its poor placement of its drive means being an inapprop-
riate choice.

Essentially, our research reverted to seeking basic
understanding of acoustic implications of the phenomenon by
which any member with extent mainly transversely of its
thickness and capable of bending wave action will have a
characteristic complex natural bending wave vibration. Of
particular acoustic relevance are contributions of resonant
modes at frequencies harmonically related to inherent fund-
amental frequencies for the member concerned to such char-
acteristic complex natural bending wave vibration. Each
such resonant mode contributes a particular component of
bending wave vibration ranging over said extent of the
member between vibrationally most active subareas and
vibrationally inactive subareas, corresponding to "nodes"
and "anti-nodes" (or "dead-spots")

, respectively. We found
that combination of the bending wave vibration components
from the totality of the natural resonant modes results in
grouping of nodes and anti-nodes by superposition and
clustering at subareas forming regions of substantially
more and less vibrational bending wave activity that can be
considered as "combined nodes" and "combined dead-spots",
respectively. It was confirmed that most such members have
poor acoustical performance, especially at frequencies eff-
ectively excluded by WO92/03024, i.e. at lower frequencies
going below the coincidence frequency and down towards the
largest or fundamental wavelengths of possible bending wave
vibration for the member concerned.

However, further as foreshadowed above, we have spec-
ifically established how, by careful analysis" and orderly
design, some such members can very greatly out-perform the
teaching of WO92/03024 by reproducing a surprisingly wide
audio frequency range with remarkable clarity when used in
loudspeakers. Indeed, the acoustic characteristics of such
members can be so well-ordered and/or prescribed that uses
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are seen for the members, in themselves, as passive acous-
tic devices for such purposes as providing reverberation or
acoustic filtering or setting/altering, or generally imp-
roving, room etc acoustics.

5 Sounding boards are, of course, very well-known for
stringed musical instruments such as pianos and the violin
family. The making of successful such sounding boards is
very old, and they are invariably held effectively rigidly
at edges and/or clamped medially. To date, getting good/

10 acceptable results has tended to be very much of a "black-
art" nature, involving quite complex shapes and generally
achieved essentially pragmatically, typically by using
quite complex proven templates. Indeed, even now, best
results are generally accepted as involving highly skilled

15 crafting by hand. This contrasts strongly with what is now
put forward herein as being readily achievable, including
for essentially free-standing or self-contained devices, by
straightforward application of highly practical teachings,
including what can be, or can include, very simple panel-

20 like structures. Indeed, affording simpler alternatives to
traditional sounding boards, particularly of calculated and
orderly design as herein, is seen as an aspect of this
invention.

The calculated and orderly design criteria we are now
25 able to put forward, from analysis and experiment in the

light of insights gained from profoundly improved explana-
tion and understanding of acoustical bending wave action,
are based on achieving beneficial distributions of bending
wave vibrations associated with resonant modes in a said

30 member. These improvements are achievable by the invention
even for simple shapes of said members that satisfy prop-
ortioning criteria taking appropriate accdunt of actual
physical parameters relevant to bending wave action, see
further below. Also, for any associated transducer means,

35 highly effective location and other criteria are developed
herein, see also further below. In relation to this inven-
tion herein, the term "transducer means" is intended to
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encompass, as appropriate, single and plural transducers,
as well as any type and structure of transducer that will
serve to excite bending waves, whether of electromagnetic
or piezoelectric* types specifically described later, or of
other types, such as magnetostrictive.

Moreover, desired or required effective control of
edge vibration effects is readily available by edge framing
simply carried by the member itself, even, in some cases,
relying only on holding edges or resting same on a. surface;
and selective damping can be applied at localised medial
positions in operative areas of said members. Edge framing
may be selective at positions affecting resonant modes at
frequencies of interest, but more usually complete, though
perhaps with selective enhancement of intermediate damping
material. Generally, however, such intermediate damping
material should not clamp the edges against desired vibrat-
ional action but should be at least in light contact, part-
icular requirements necessarily being determined case-by-
case in finalising any product design, but generally not
being highly critical. Requirement (s) of or for edge-
damping will depend on such factors as testing performance
to assure avoidance of "ringing" in desired operation,
materials of members hereof and size, including vibrational
energy reaching edges. Localised medial damping will also
be at areal positions appropriate to frequencies of inter-
est and/or by way of affixed damping and/or stiffening
material dimensioned to correspond with wave-length (s) of
frequencies of Interest.

GENERAL ASP^Q QP TNVRNTTOM

Reverting to our research and development work, poor
acoustic performance in said members, considere'd generally,
appears to be influenced by presence and distribution of
the above-mentioned dead-spots and combined dead-spots in
the transverse extent of the member; and/or the converse,
i.e. by spacing and distribution, or spread, of said nodes
and combined nodes and/or complexity of combined nodes.
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We find, as aspects of invention, that inherently better
acoustical performance or action arises from care taken to
reduce, preferably as near as practicably eliminate, occur-
rence of combined dead-spots; and/or the converse of more
evenly distributing the nodes and combined nodes over said
transverse extent of the member, preferably at or approach-
ing as evenly as practicable. At least in/for embodiments
of the invention for application in audio frequency ranges,
particular attention is directed to resonant modes- at lower
frequencies than considered to be of useful interest in
WO92/03024. It is found to be highly effective for atten-
tion to be directed to lower frequency resonant modes in a
much broader frequency range of actual operational inter-
est, even to resonant modes that may be below a high-
starting such frequency range of interest, i.e. closer or
closest to the lowest possible, or conceptual fundamentals,
for natural bending wave vibration in the member. The
normal variation of bending wave speed with frequency in
practical materials and structures is fully accepted in
members hereof without finding problems.

We further find, as an aspect of invention that best
location of transducer means is at one or more positions
coupling to one or more said combined nodes whereby many,
preferably a number considered to be a practical maximum or
optimum, further preferably all, of said lower frequency
resonant modes in an operational acoustic range of interest
have vibrationally active nodes - which can be by way of
plural transducers on a combination basis using two or more
said positions, advantageously in as complementary a manner
as available relative to the resonant mode vibrations at
the positions concerned. Such positions are different from
all known prior art, and are even found to b6 'advantageous
in use beyond said members with preferentially orderly
distribution of said nodes and combined nodes.

A useful practical criterion, and aspect of this

invention in relation to preferentially distributing said
nodes and combined nodes for a said member, is for frequ-
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encies of natural resonant modes of interest to have a
numerical sequence or spread that is more even, preferably
at or approaching best available, seeking to reduce or
avoid unduly close groupings and/or erratic or disparate
spacings or differences, basically involving choosing or
prescribing and using relevant parameters of said members
that reduce clusterings or disparities of spacings of
frequencies of natural resonant modes from what generally
produces unsatisfactory acoustic action/performance towards
better or improved, specifically more satisfactory or at
least more acceptable, acoustic performance. Changes in
frequencies of resonant modes, including in ordering
thereof, can occur for different relative dimensions of £

said members but are readily calculable and taken into
15 account. Generally, for resonant modes relatable with

different conceptual fundamentals, this criterion/aspect is
herein seen as -interleaving" of the resonant mode frequen-
cies concerned.

Another useful criterion, and aspect of the invention
20 relative to shape (s) and proportioning of said transverse

extents of members hereof, and location (s) of transducer
means of "active" acoustic devices, concerns desirability
of only a small and orderly spread of transit times for -

bending waves at resonant mode frequencies relative to the
25 transducer means and reflecting edges of the member, inclu-

ding taking account of the speed of sound, i.e. represent-
ative bending waves, being frequency dependent, whether or
not in preferred sandwich-type laminated structures, see
further below. Close orderly arrivals, say just short of
coincidence, of such resonant mode bending waves back at
the transducer means after relevant complete traversals of
said member involving two edge reflections'* have highly
beneficial effects as to rapid spreading or augmenting
build-up of bending wave action out over the whole area of

35 the member.

It is postulated and envisaged herein that acoustic
performance of members will get better and better the

30
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nearer they approach a substantially uniform spread or
distribution of natural resonance modes and related vibra-
tional bending wave action over at least the intendedly
operative area of the member. In practice, achievement to
date has generally been rather less, though highly impress-
ive as to acoustic results. Indeed, the advances hereof
can be taken up to greater or lesser extents as a matter of
choice, and at least transducer locating, design and mount-
ing teachings hereof can have very useful application even
where care is not taken to improve resonant mode distrib-
ution and localised complexity.

FURTHER PRIOR PROPnfiAT.fi

It is believed to be convenient, at this point, to
review two prior patent specifications first published
after the priority dates for this application, perhaps
particularly as it is found feasible, often advantageous,
to implement the present invention for loudspeakers using
piezoelectric transducers. WO 95/31805 and WO 96/01547
both concern, Inter alia, loudspeaker proposals by way of
piezoelectric driver patches, whether applied to panels of
lids of lap-top computers or to fold-out panels of compact
disc players, or within shells of video display units or
disk drives of computers, or to light-weight polystyrene
tiles, or supplied as an add-on sound unit for mounting to
other surfaces. Illustrations of preferred embodiments
show substantially centrally located paired piezoelectric
drive patches: and much is made of such things as hollow-
ness of associated lap-top lid, and other specific three-
dimensional housings including a particularly preferred
loudspeaker housing of triangular-section; also of various
steps proposed for avoiding panel resonances^/ These latter
steps are clearly merely of an ad hoc or "try-it-and-see"
nature, involving the addition, as and where found to be
effective, of damping and stiffening strips until sine-
wave-sweep tests show unwanted vibration/resonance to have
stopped. Compared with teaching hereof, there is no ind-
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ication of any significant understanding of the mathematics
and physics of the processes involved in generating sound
by bending wave action in panels; and no appreciation of
the contribution to be gained from orderly panel design and
transducer location etc for good acoustic performance. At
least mostly, the paired piezoelectric patches are applied
to surfaces incapable of bending wave action as herein, it
is not clear that significantly more is involved than was
the case for the above-mentioned much older intendedly and
herently pistonic acoustic driver units to be affixed to
any surface. Certainly, teaching of these prior references
appears to see beneficial contributions from hollow volumes
of housings, usually with problems to be solved by reducing
resonances. That conforms to historical presumptions, thus
contrasts starkly with this invention, where resonances are
basic mechanisms to be positively predetermined/encouraged,
including optimised/maximised in an orderly manner, for
useful acoustic performance/action of panels in themselves;
also positively utilised in combination with predetermined
asymmetric location of advantageous carefully designed
electromagnetic transducers that include moving-coil as
well as piezoelectric types.

SUMMARY OP THE INVENTTON

The understanding we have gained leads to many ways
and view-points in and from which this invention is novel
and can be characterised in various aspects, for itself and
relative to the known prior art. Reference is directed to
the claims, particularly to independent claims representing
a selection of such aspects of this invention, though, as
will become clear, there are more and other alternatives,
both general and specific:- '* * ~

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OP THE INVENTION

Our basic research and development has particular
relevance to practical implementation of this invention,
and is now reviewed in more detail.
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Many factors actually or potentially contribute to
bending wave action, thus ,frequencies and distribution etc
of vibration nodes associated with natural resonant modes
in members hereof. As first done for members where relev-

5 ant materials parameters contributing to actual bending
wave action, specifically to bending stiffness, shear etc,

were kept substantially the same in all or at least partic-
ular directions of interest, it was established that shape
and dimensions of the members make particularly significant

10 contributions of great value to realising inventive aspects
and achieving practical device embodiments.

Dimensions, as such, for any particular shape, are
mainly effective by their inherent contributions to deter-
mining lowest natural frequencies of possible actual bend-

15 ing wave vibration for the member, even to conceptual freq-
uencies effectively as different fundamentals for related
frequencies of natural resonant modes, including by reason
of angled relation of directions of dimensions concerned.

As to shape, particularly proportions as to relative
20 values of defining geometric parameters, it first proved

useful to consider simple geometries, specifically members
bounded by rectangles, or by closed conic sections, i.e.

elliptical; and to do so in the above-mentioned context of

a said member that is substantially isotropic in bending
25 stiffness in all directions, or at least much the same par-

allel to sides of a rectangle or to major and minor axes of

an ellipse or super-ellipse, though see further below reg-
arding impact and utility of anisotropy.

30 SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS/FURTHER ASPECTS OF INVENTION

For a rectangular shape, an artificial first construct
found to be of particular practical value cbtfcirns distrib-
utions of vibration nodes associated with natural resonant
modes, and of related dead-spots, that would theoretically

35 arise for each of the different lengths of its sides when
considered alone, i.e. each as a single axis for bending
wave action, as if there could be no other bending action
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in the member. This is so great an over-simplification as
to be surprising that any useful results arise. However,
it is routine, mathematically, including for computer mod-
elling by commercially available maths program packages, to
generate data representing such artificially theory. Thus,
frequencies of fundamental and natural resonant modes can
be calculated/computed for any dimensional values, and
corresponding patterns for vibrational energies at various
positions or elemental sub-areas in the transverse extent
of the member concerned generated individually ; . for any
mode, including usefully presented in tables/matrices, or
graphically. Such individual patterns for related resonant
modes can be superposed at will as components of a compos-
ite pattern of at least part of notional one-axis natural
bending wave action that will have complementary distrib-
utions of vibrational ly more/most active regions and vibr-
ational^ less/least active regions; and selection for such
modes to be superposed, thus parts of notional one-axis
natural bending wave actions to be considered, is proposed

20 on the basis of proven effectiveness for purposes hereof.
Such composite pattern generation were used to find orth-
ogonally related dimensional values (corresponding to the
different sides of a rectangular shape) for whichrrespect-
ive said composite patterns will, as notionally superposed,

25 produce at least some useful degree of -matching" between
the vibrational^ more/most active regions of one of the
composite patterns concerned and the vibrationally less/
least active regions of the other of the composite patterns
concerned, and vice versa.

This matching can be seen, albeit through admittedly
artificially simplified/idealised approximation, as aimed
to reduce the coincidences that would othefwise contribute
to the afore-said combined dead-spots of members or panels
to which teaching hereof has not been applied. Moreover,
this matching can be sought to any achievable beneficial
extent, including maximally or optimally for reducing or
minimising notional such contributions to combined dead-

30

35
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spots, at least within limits of our approximations . The
selected resonant mode frequencies for the two composite
patterns involved can, preferably do, include the lower
orders of interest or relevance in or to an acoustic range
of desired operation, as outlined above, even including
below same if beneficial.

In theory, perhaps, best matching should be sought for
as many as possible of the resonant modes and corresponding
composite patterns of our above construct. In practice,
and as applies to the above modal frequency interleaving,
very satisfactory results have been obtained from limiting
attention individually and collectively to particular said
lower orders of resonant modes, say up to the third orders
of each conceptually fundamental frequency (making nine in
all for said transverse extents of the two-dimensional said
members), preferably up to at least the fifth orders (total
twenty-five), perhaps up to or beyond the seventh orders,
for maximising or optimising matching. Better modelling,
as later done using finite element analysis, will usually
show other resonance, including lowest modes affected or
attributable to diagonal dimensions and/or non-bending wave
modes, which are additional to considerations for this app-
roximate construct. In successful actual development work,
the resonant bending wave modes taken into account in these
matching routines were at frequencies going consecutively,
considered as a single combined sequence, from conceptual
frequencies treated as fundamentals for the two sides of a

rectangle up to over twenty, usually thirty or more, pref-
erably at least twenty-five. Results show very satisfact-
ory purely consequential orderliness, spread and acoustic
action/performance for higher frequency resonant modes.

Interestingly, and valuably in practice, particular
aspect ratios for side dimensions of a rectangular shape
with isotropic bending stiffness emerged as being of use-
fully general application. One such preferred and highly
effective aspect ratio is at about 13.4% from square (i.e.

out of equality of sides), specifically at 0.882 or 1.134;
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and much of our early development work has used this value.
However, another potentially valuable aspect ratio has been
noted at about 37% out of square, though damping control of
at least some of lowest resonant modes may be particularly

5 advisable/valuable. There are others that can be viable,
too, at least if lower efficacy is acceptable, whether or
not comparably effective, or merely adjudged acceptably so
for particular applications/ devices and related desired
operational frequency ranges, or (e.g. in specific loud-

10 speaker implementations) utilised on a compromise basis
including minimising contribution (s) to acoustic action/
performance of unwanted frequencies of resonant modes,
perhaps particularly below desired operational frequency
range, see also further below regarding location of trans-

15 ducer means.

As should be abundantly clear, the above construct
involving superposition of composite patterns is not put
forward as a true representation of actual natural bending
wave vibration in any particular said member, only as an

20 approximation found to have practical value. The actual
natural bending wave vibration in any said member will be
very complex, making effectiveness of the construct all the
more surprising. Thus, there must be interactive effects
between such main conceptually fundamental-related bending

25 wave actions, as notionally considered in the above cons-
truct for two side dimensions and directions of substant-
ially rectangular shapes, including localised bending for
one affecting the other; also edge effects, including by
way of reflection and damping, further to contribute to

30 overall transverse bending wave vibration and distribution
of vibrational^ more/most active areas or combined nodes.
Whilst such effects can generally be expected*to be helpful
and/or of little impact for higher frequencies of resonant
modes, with necessarily higher individual node populations

35 of said transverse extent of the member, we have further
established that particular unwanted vibrations and/or vib-
rational reinforcements can be dealt with by said damping.
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i.e. as overall or selective edge damping and/or selective

localised medial damping a& relevant position (s) of said

extent.

There is, however, one effect that it has been found

5 can be beneficial to take into specific account, at least

as useful refinement, namely, for a' substantially

rectangular said member, the resonant modes associated with

is diagonal dimension. Assuring at least mainly helpful

contribution to desired distribution (s) of resonapt modes

10 can be aided by cropping or trimming or curving of corners,

or forming to such shapes, though see further below regard-

ing anisotropy of bending stiffness. Sensible practical

limits for consideration of this refinement as to result-

ing shape and transverse area reduction arise naturally

15 from approaching some other analysable shape, e.g. super-

ellipses or at least regular polygons, say preferably not

reducing the diagonal beyond larger or smaller of side

dimensions. Useful, though not essential, further refine-

ment is seen in such corner cropping or trimming being

20 differential, at least for corners of different diagonals,

whether to different extents for each, say in a mutual

relationship producing a similar "matching" (for diagonals-

related resonant modes) to that above for the side dimens-

ions, and perhaps further relative to or effectively cont-

25 inuing or complementing or usefully compounding the sides-

dimension matching ratio. Application of effective short-

ening to one diagonal only can be enough, in practice, say

to each end equally for a resulting shortening to medially

between full diagonal dimension and longer side dimension,

30 preferably to attain progression of side and diagonal dim-

ensions at or approaching maintaining or repeating above

preferential aspect ratio for successively" increasing

values, conveniently so approaching by substantial even-

ness of dimensional differences or a straight-line dimen-

35 sional relationship. Satisfactory shortening of only one

diagonal of a said rectangular member, at least idealised

for isotropy of bending stiffness, is seen at about 15% or
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about 10% short for above about 13.4% and about 37% aspect
ratios, respectively.

The aforesaid construct, involving generating/using
data for theoretical one-axis bending wave actions for each
of differing boundary-defining sides of generally rectang-
ular members, for selected natural resonant modes; and/or
cumulative superposition as composite respective patterns-
and/or combination of such composite patterns to determine
viable respective dimensions and/or ratio (s) of sides to
desirably reduce combined dead-spots and/or effectively
place nodes or combined nodes of one in dead-spots or comb-
ined dead-spots of the other, afford individual and/or com-
bination aspects of this invention: as does one or more of
selected orders of resonant modes being low in the range of

15 acoustic frequencies of interest, indeed, wider inventive
application is seen to other shapes for a said member and
boundary- or shape-defining geometrical parameters there-
for, along with corresponding constructs concerning at
least notional fundamental frequencies and related resonant
modes in particular directions or axes that need not be
orthogonal nor directly related to such geometrical param-
eters, e.g. for straight-sided shapes such as unequal-sided
quadrilateral or regular or irregular polygonal or parall-
elogram, or curved-sided shapes such as conic sections or
circular with variable radial slotting, or super-elliptical
(see below) with power factors as well as major/minor axes
ratios; or combinations of such shapes, indeed anything
other than a member of too narrow width to support useful
two-dimensional resonant modal complexity.

Certainly, such extension is available from other more
sophisticated mathematical techniques, e.g. PEA, that are
available, including computer program packag^f and permits
substantially full analysis of overall natural bending wave
vibration including and according to identifiable causative
resonant modes and generation of relevant data, including
plotting, from appropriate definition of boundary shape,
for inspection and manipulation for beneficial frequency

20

25

30
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inter-leaving and/or for pattern matching in distributions

of vibrationally more/roost r active nodes/combined nodes and
vibrationally less/least active dead-spots/combined dead*
spots, for desirably more even distribution of resonant

5 modes, thus reduction of at least combined dead-spots*.

Such inspection and manipulation according to varia-

tion of one or more of two or more geometrical parameters

may be particularly readily facilitated using a table or
matrix of vibration energy contents of a grid of elemental

10 subareas of said transverse extent, particularly by changes

that take place with parameter variation, preferably as one

or more ratios of such parameters. Energy summations for

the subareas and generally will give required information.

Further aspects of invention arise herein for such

15 distributed, say grid-related, energy summation as method
or means to achieve maximal or optimal or acceptable dist-
ribution of vibrational nodes/combined nodes associated

with natural resonant modes transversely of said member.

Turning to elliptical shapes of members capable of

20 bending wave action, also first considered where there is

isotropy of bending stiffness at least in directions of its

major and minor axes or universally, the natural bending

wave vibration concerned includes resonant modes contribut-

ed by hyperbolic and/or angled components from peripheral

25 curving and going through the major and minor axes. The

major and minor axes are found to be significant, particul-

arly their ratio. A practical ratio of major and minor

axes for true elliptical shapes has been determined at

about 1.182, with a viable alternative (interestingly sim-

30 ilarly to above for rectangular) at about 1.34.

It will be appreciated that super-ellipses effectively

involve outwardly deforming the curved boifhdary of a true

ellipse between its major and minor axes going so far as to

produce shapes approaching, seemingly rather similar to

35 curving of the above-mentioned diagonal-reducing corner

treatment of a rectangular shape, though see further below

regarding locating transducer means) . There is an addit-
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ional variable represented by power factor 2n as well as
major and minor axes a and Jb and their ratio a/b in the
relevant boundary-defining function

(x/a)* + (y/b)* « 1

which leads to two possibilities, namely determining pref-
erred major/minor axis ratio a/b for any particular value
of n or determining preferred value of n for any particular
ratio a/b. Examples we have processed up to the date of
this Application are between 1 and 2 for a/b and for n
(i.e. from 2 to 4 for 2n); such processing again being for
isotropy of bending stiffness and under the simplifying
constraint of equality of area. Interestingly, the value
1.1 for a/b appears unpromising. However, the value 1.15
is a good one, viz

for a/b -1.15, n - 1.9

for n m 1.8, a/b = 1.13 to 1.22 or 1.32

indicating advantageous spreads or tolerances on practic-
able inter-relationships of n and a/b. Also the value of
1.4 for a/b represents a viable alternative, viz

for a/b m i m 4 t xi - 1.37 to 1.40.

Extensive, but essentially routine, processing work on
other values of n and a/b could lead to other viable poss-
ibilities, and co-optimisation of n and a/b together may
produce, whether much as in first-given above examples or
going further, one or more particularly advantageous super-
elliptical shape (s).

One composite shape investigated is of substantially
super-elliptical and substantially true elliptical parts
merged with a common major axis favouring said elliptical
part by about 1.1 - 1.3:1, and with an aspect ratio of
favouring said major axis by about 1.2: t relative to width.

Interestingly, it has been established ^that regular
limiting cases of rectangular and elliptical shapes in
terms of sides and axes being equal, i.e. for respective
square and circle shapes that are isotropic as to bending
stiffness etc, result in members having significantly less
good acoustic action or performance, though the teaching
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later as to location of transducer means has been found to
have some useful gain for shapes proportioned other than as
preferred above, including 'circular and square. However,
for said members as particularly valuable and advantageous
acoustic devices or elements, compelling desiderata/ and
aspects of invention, are seen in irregularity/inequality
(as to shape) and asymmetry (as to locating transducer
means below); also in having at least two angled axes/dir-
ections or dimensions giving rise to different conceptual
frequencies of natural vibration, including for shapes with
such axes/directions or dimensions not necessarily at right
angles to each other, such as diagonals of a rectangle, and
applicable generally, e.g. to sides and/or diagonals of
other quadrilaterals or sides and angles and/or apex-to-
apex lines; and in there being, for each of basic shape
types, one or more predetermined relationships between
conceptual frequencies that leads to beneficial inter-
leaving of resonant mode frequencies and/or "filling" of at
least some, preferably up to as many as practical, of what
would, for other dimensional etc relationship, constitute
combined dead-spots.

Significantly, it has further been established that
said members with shape variations by different relative
values or ratios of defining parameters than specifically
put forward above can be used in a generally equivalent
manner. Thus, the above analyses, including the construct,
are equally applicable to members with any particular ani-
sotropy of bending stiffness, i.e. different in directions
along length and breadth of a rectangle or parallel to
major and minor axes of true ellipses or a super-ellipses,
and will produce corresponding preferential aspect ratios
etc. Perhaps most interestingly in practice/ the converse
is likewise available, i.e. determining degree of anisot-
ropy or ratio of bending stiffnesses that produces effect-
ive equivalence to, even "converts" or "mimics", for given
variant shapes, the idealised isotropic cases we analysed
first, thus use the same preferential aspect ratios etc as
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above, and gain some or most if not all the latter' s bene-
ficial acoustic action or operation, at least so long as
the given shape is' not too' narrow to support useful comp-
lexity and interaction of its total resonant modes.

5 Desired anisotropy of bending stiffnesses can be ach-
ieved by different "grain", e.g. reinforcing fibres or lay
or weave, of surfacing skins or sheets applied to a core in
a said member of composite laminated sandwich structure,
including differently oriented or relatively angled "grain"

10 to each side or as multiple layers to either side. There
are, of course, core-related parameters, such as direction-
ally differential shear moduli or values, that can influ-
ence bending stiffnesses. Moreover, for a rectangular said
member, diagonal effective bending stiffness (es) or resist-

15 ance(s) can be likewise adjusted relative to length/width
bending stiffnesses (which may be equal or unequal) so as
to get some if not all of benefit otherwise obtainable from
shortening at corners, e.g. trimming or cropping them. An-
other way to vary bending stiffness in any direction is by

20 curvature of the member itself, whether in only one direc-
tion or even in two or more directions, and whether along
or at an angle to or transversely of any particular direc-
tion, say one or other of directions associated with para-
meters defining shapes and/or conceptually fundamental

25 frequencies (hereinafter, including in the Claims, most
often referred to simply as "conceptual frequencies"). It
is further possible to have varying bending stiffness along
any axis or direction, including progressive or otherwise
over area, whether by combinations of "grains" in skin

0 layers of sandwich structures or differences areally in
core properties, say thickness decreasing or increasing
from edges inwardly or whatever.

Aspects of this invention arise from predetermining
differential bending stiffnesses in different directions in

5 a said member in order to achieve at least some useful
results in terms of distribution (s) of vibrational nodes
and combined nodes and/or dead-spots and combined dead-
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spots associated with natural resonant modes and acoustic
action/performance

.

Other aspects of invention arise from accepting, or
seeking, or modifying, some effect(s), such as arising from

5 augmenting due to edge-reflections or interaction from* pos-
itional proximity or superposition of nodes for some reson-
ant modes, or other differential effect(s) comparing one
resonant mode with another; say in terms of having some
particular "voicing- of the resulting acoustic performance/

10 action of the member concerned. Modification can be by way
of general or selective edge damping or localised medial
addition of damping material, even by holes or slots formed
in the member. An aspect of this invention also resides in
seeking and assuring more even distribution of vibrational

15 nodes and/or combined nodes being limited to lower orders
of resonant modes, say at or up to at least third order
and/or not more than seventh order (whether determined
absolutely from conceptual frequencies or relative to
lowest frequency modes within and/or below a frequency

20 range of interest), including consequential effect (s) on
operation at higher frequencies, and proving highly benef-
icial in extending usefully achievable range of operation
well above the upper frequencies considered limiting in
WO/92/03024.

25 More specific aspects of invention include operating
over a wider frequency range than WO92/03024; and/or remov-
ing its limitations to operating only above the coincidence
frequency, for example to operating frequency ranges that
include the coincidence frequency and/or are wholly below

30 coincidence frequency.

Members embodying aspects of this invention by having
designedly distributed vibration nodes associated with
resonant modes of carefully related conceptual frequencies
of natural bending wave vibration can, in themselves, serve

35 as useful acoustic devices. One way is for reverberation
purposes including to improve or desirably alter acoustic
characteristics of some associated acoustic device, such as
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a conventional loudspeaker or driver unit or equipment inc-
luding same. Another way is as an acoustic filter convert-
ing between incident and desired acoustic ranges. Further
ways include for desirable environmental -colouring- or
-voicing- purposes, say for a room, including effectively
removing or compensating for unwanted effects (as could
otherwise be due to room shape or proportions or contents
Such uses are referred to herein as -passive".

However, use of members embodying this invention is
envisaged in or for what are referred to herein as- -active-
devices or purposes, requiring association with transducer
means, and found to be dramatically beneficial for loud-
speakers. Particularly, it has been established that loca-
tion of the transducer means can greatly influence acoustic
action or performance, leading to various more aspects of
invention.

20

25

30

35

LOCATION OF TRANSDUCER MEANS

Specifically, we have established that there are much
better positions for launching bending waves into a device
as or for a loudspeaker and utilising a generally rectang-
ular said member than what is shown in WO92/03024, namely
at a comer, or substantially centrally as in WO- 95/31805
and 96/01547. This is the case even after above-discussed
improvements as to substantially isotropic such members
being designedly out of the square shape mentioned in
WO92/03024, or predetermination of anisotropy for other
square or out-of-square shapes.

Improvements hereof in determining location (s) for
transducer means also began with the above construct conc-
erning notionally unidirectional bending wave vibrations
and their combination to obtain improve* 'resonant mode
distribution. A successful method and means for preferred
transducer site identification resulted from finding those
positions at which the number of dead-spots for any of the
resonant modes concerned is low or least and/or the number
of vibrational^ active resonance nodes concerned is high
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or highest, i.e. in terms of the resonant modes taken into
account for -filling" of what would otherwise be combined
dead-spots. Specific side dimension proportions, for a
substantially rectangular said member with the above about

5 15% out-of-square aspect ratio, emerge readily from such
further analysis as coordinates for transducer sites at
about 3/7, 4/9 and 5/13, giving 24 possible sites from each
corner and ignoring duplications. For any particular tran-
sducer means, it is preferred that each location for trans-

10 ducer means use two different ones of these proportional
coordinates along different length sides, whether* single
transducer means or each of plural transducer means (as can
be advantageous for power and/or frequency cover) , further
preferably combining 3/7 and 4/9, Close approximations to

15 these proportionate coordinate sites came first from the
above notional construct.

Interestingly, these same proportionate coordinate
values apply preferentially and beneficially for location
of transducer means in any member of substantially rect-

20 angular shape and capable of vibrational bending wave
action involving resonant modes. Specifically, this inc-
ludes such members not fully satisfying the above aspects
of invention in terms of their dimensional proportions and
corresponding isotropy/ anisotropy; and/or having "bulk"

25 damping, i.e. limitation of distance of travel at signific-
ant or any energy levels of bending wave vibrations induced
by transducer means due to losses in the material (s) of the
member itself, that, in view of area or some dimension of

that member, results only in low or no vibrational bending
30 wave energy being reflected, even reaching, one or more

edges of the member wherever the transducer means may be

located in that area, thus without significarit~reflections
from such edges. Whilst such members will not be as effec-
tive as members that are preferentially proportioned as in

35 earlier aspects of this invention, whatever potential they
have for operation as loudspeakers is much better realised
by applying the above dimension proportioning criteria to
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locating transducer means relative to one or more corners
(or notional corners if subject shortening ends of one or
more of its diagonals), thus leading to minimum spacing
from side edges *of such members of at least about 5/13 or

5 38% of its width and length dimensions. In practice, 'quite
surprisingly improved results arise, in terms of intellig-
ible acoustic output, including in rather marginal and
quite lossy materials/structures, at least compared with
substantially central or edge-adjacent mounting .of trans-

it) ducer means. Tolerances mentioned later apply regarding
transducer location appear capable of further relaxing, the
limits being inevitably materials-dependent and feasible
materials being too great fully to investigate to date.

The criteria developed in these considerations for
15 determining at least minimum spacings from edges of a sub-

stantially rectangular said member for mounting of trans-
ducer means, are beyond the teaching of the known prior
art, even as to having arisen by serendipity alone.

Generally, analysis as taught herein leads not only to
preferred locations for transducer means, but also to a
further matter/aspect of great practical value, namely,
relative to any particular appropriate location (s) for its
transducer means, capability to identify actual locations
where any selective damping should to be applied to deal

25 with any particular undesired frequency or frequencies.
Regarding true elliptical shapes of said members, main

series of resonant modes associated with major and minor
axes are of elliptical and hyperbolic natures, as noted
above, and preferential locations for transducer means are,
for the above-noted 1.182 major/minor axes ratio, at coord-
inate positions relative to centre of about 0.43 and 0.20
along half-major and half-minor axes, respectively. It
will be noted that orthogonal coordinates are not really
appropriate, and it is only with appropriate coordinates,

35 specifically elliptical/cylindrical, that values emerge for
transducer locations that are of general application to
other elliptical shapes, i.e. different major/minor axes

20

30
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ratios, including as arising from application of anisotropy
of bending stiffness for npn-ideal major/minor axes ratios
(i.e. other than 1.182), and enable producing Cartesian
equivalents in each case via trigonometric relationships.

5 As for substantially rectangular members hereof, more
precise analysis, or experiment, can determine possible
small adjustments that may be beneficial, also other site
options for transducer means, including to concentrate on
coupling particular resonance nodes, though efficiency of

10 operation is very much related to each^ transducer means
coupling to as many resonant modes as practicable without
adverse effects.

It is noted that above-specified preferred sites for
transducer means are well off-centre for rectangular said

15 members, including off centre-lines for width and length;

and are further somewhat displaced from diagonals, i.e.

truly asymmetric. Also preferred sites for transducer
means of substantially elliptical shapes of members hereof
are off-centre and off major and minor axes. Moreover,

20 preferred proportionate coordinates are substantially
maintained regardless of isotropy/anisotropy of bending
stiffnesses, directly as Cartesian coordinates for sides of
substantially rectangular said members and indirectly
relative to underlying elliptical/cylindrical coordinates

25 for substantially elliptical said members.

Indeed, it is an aspect of this invention that desig-
nated sites for at least one transducer means be of this

nature, i.e. off-centre by reason of coupling at preferred
combined node positions, and off-axes for both substantial-

30 ly rectangular and substantially true elliptical shapes of

members hereof, typically off-diagonal by between about 7%

and about 12.5% of length and width from centre-lines, and
by about 20% or more of major axis and about 10% of minor
axis lengths, respectively.

35 For super-elliptical shapes, we got intuitively surp-
rising results, in that preferential locations for trans-

ducer means, appear to be much more akin to what was found
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best for circles than for either of rectangles or true
ellipses, specifically as a ring of possibilities at about
70% of distance from centre to boundary.

However, as'for rectangular shapes, it is noteworthy
and an aspect of invention hereof, that preferred site's for
transducer means are not only plural in number, but are at
positions well off major and minor axes or centre-lines,
though generally more so, i.e. from about 10% (true ellipse
minor axis) to about 35% (for super-ellipse), preferably in
prescribed or prescribable manner.

Whilst there may be complex shapes for which preferred
locating sites for transducer means may be otherwise, it is
an aspect of this invention, at least for preferred embodi-
ments of generally simple shapes, to have such possible
sites individually at asymmetric positions off axes or
lines that join points of maximum/minimum dimensions or
directions of defining geometrical parameters, and that may
be in related one or more sets that, in themselves, are in
centre-symmetrical or other orderly arrangement as a group
for each set. The above relatively beneficial results from
geometrical location of transducer means as herein for sub-
stantially rectangular shapes are seen as having general
inventive application to panel members not proportioned etc
as preferred herein.

25 When used with one or more transducer means in panel
loudspeakers, preferred said members hereof operative over
their whole areas, i.e. up to edge boundaries as above,
have bending wave vibration well distributed substantially
over such whole areas from the transducer means to the edge

30 boundaries. Moreover, resulting acoustic action need not
be directional (as in OS 3,347,335 above), but may be for
at least part of such output of loudspeakers?/ e. g . if des-
ired or required. This areal spread of bending wave vibra-
tion greatly reduces perceived proximity-dependent loud-
speaker loudness effects; and, where not deliberately oper-
ative with directionality, with perceptibly much better
spread than typically rather narrow and narrowing beam

20

35
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effect above lowest frequencies, in loudspeakers using cone
elements. Moreover, resulting vibration action can, except
for lowest frequencies, be "used from both front and back of
a said member as 'there will be little or none of the anti-

5 phase problems attaching to cone element loudspeakers.

TRANSDUCER MEANS

Reverting to transducer means, as such/ highest powers
and best quality of sound reproduction from loudspeakers

10 are achieved using magnet-and-coil drivers, rather than the

piezoelectric types so eminently suited to lower power and/

or quality performance. Interestingly, in principle, it is

immaterial which of coil or magnet parts move for imparting

bending wave action, though the art of moving coil drivers

15 is so well known and developed (for cone loudspeakers) that

various specifically useful/advantageous novel designs to

be described further and illustrated are within the natural
context of developing moving coil types. Detail investig-

ation and development indicates particular merit arising

20 from assuring that size and/or mass criteria are met such

that the moving parts concerned are, on the one hand. In

principle, maximum size is subject to conforming with pre-

ferred mechanical coupling to the member being at least

primarily resistive and with exciting higher and lower

25 frequency resonant modes as desired, particularly for audio

usage. Whilst approximations have indicated theoretical

maximum sizes at about 9% - 10% of length/width and/or

major/minor axes dimensions for rectangular or elliptical/

super-elliptical shapes of said member, i.e. up to about 1%

30 of operative transverse area, that can be exceeded at least

by such as piezoelectric transducer patch-type transducers,

at least up to 2% (each if plural). A particularly useful

criterion, in practice, is that, for any particular said

member or panel, there will be a size at which frequency

35 roll-off is caused, basically as corresponding wavelengths

in the panel approach and reach similar order to the size

of transducer. These factors need further to be considered
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alongside mass considerations for moving parts of trans-
ducer means, including electromagnetic, for which a viable
guide is maxima at about 1 - 2 times the mass of the part
of the member that is removed for hole-mounting such active

5 moving part or is covered by surface-mounting same.
*

OTHER STRUCTURE etp PirrflBfl

It is possible for conditions at edges of said members
to allow sub-fundamental acoustic action/performance, e.g.

10 from resilience/elastic vibration relative to self-carried
framing or to other edge support, even selective clamping,
or in a sense reactive to constraint of up/down, forward/
backward, sideways and twisting freedoms of movement. Such
components can further arise from mounting transducer means

15 to said members, by reason of compliance etc in or of the
mounting, particularly for moving-coil type electromagnetic
transducers and resilience in mounting its relatively stat-
ionary magnet part(s) to the member (and against which the
moving coil vibrates) as beneficial to lower frequency

20 responses. Whether such sub-fundamental effects are as
variations to effective dimensions, or as additional pist-
onic action, is immaterial to contribution(s) to overall
acoustic action/response.

Reverting to said members, as such, applications are
25 envisaged- where, for various reasons, less than the whole

of the overall transverse extent thereof is to be, or needs
to be, acoustically operational for purposes embodying this
invention, e.g. where the member overall is substantially
over-sized or out of proportion for desired or practicable

30 adjustment by anisotropy of bending stiffness compared with
desired or acceptably effective acoustic action/output, at
least as a loudspeaker. Conveniently, for fuil* application
of above proportioning and location etc criteria, there can
then be inboard definition of such desired etc operational

35 area, for example by way of cutting at the boundary of such
operational area and mounting both parts on some carrier
sheet or panel that will not usually meet the above requir-
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ements hereof, or partial cutting or deformation at such
boundary, or ribbing or add-on damping or stiffening mater-
ial at or outside such boundary, etc. Proportioning and
siting for transducer means can, of course, then be applic-
able as above to the inner operational area.

As will later be more specifically indicated, a very
wide range and variety of materials can be used for said
members in embodiments and applications of this invention
Thus, as active sound sources, or loudspeakers, -the range
in size and/or quality can be from impressive results for
such as greetings etc cards or in books etc, note-book or
lap-top computers; in-car etc audio, ceiling etc tiles or
wall panels, and high clarity public address systems etc
to general stereo and surround sound systems, home-movie'

IS and hi-fi quality sound reproduction; even to such large
scale applications as cinema screens and high power for
outdoor or stadium concerts, including use of multiple
side-by-side modules for largest applications. Also, there
will be further specific guidance for selection from a wide
variety of materials, including for actual or effectively
multiple-ply structures, particularly for appropriately
matching skins or facing sheets and cores of preferred
sandwich structures, including as to core shear require-
ments particularly affecting propagation losses for bending
wave vibration, so that shear values may be to some extent
dependent on sizes of said members for particular acoustic
devices. However, at least minimum structural requirements
of members for the above range of applications also range
from lower to higher structural strength/integrity and/or
bending stiffness, typically for lower to higher power of
driving or exciting transducer means. At the lower part of
such range, bending wave propagation can be -quite lossy,
even single sheets used rather than otherwise preferred
sandwich structures. Generally, tolerances for the above-
developed dimensional proportioning and transducer location
criteria will be quite tight for high performance said
members, say up to about 3% off for proportioning and up to

20
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10

15

about 5% off for transducer location, but much higher, say
up to 5% and 10% or more, respectively for higher loss and
lower performance said members.

Whilst additional conventional low frequency loud-
speakers, or woofers, may well be used with panel elements
hereof, and combinations of such panel elements can be used
for highest quality and widest frequency ranges handled
even combining additional pistonic action for some panel (s)'
hereof, it is a particular feature, aspect and advantage of
embodiments this invention that a remarkably wide 'frequency
range can be handled by a single panel element, ranging
from up to about 100Hz, say about 50Hz if large and/or
baffled, to in excess of iSKHz, even 25KHz and higher. The
lower limits of such operating frequency ranges are above
the lowest resonant mode frequencies. Certainly, operating
acoustic bandwidths in excess of 4KHz are readily achieved.

In these connections, perhaps particularly for single
member or panel loudspeakers, various options are available
in terms of design etc, including setting the coincidence
frequency above or below, or medially within, or at low or
high ends of and assisting in defining actual suitable ope-
rating frequency ranges; and using electronic circuitry for
selectively adjusting relative values of input audio elect-
rical signals to be converted to sound etc, generally more

25 simple than for hitherto conventional cone-element loud-
speakers say resistive-inductive application of only about
3db of selective variation and/or capacitive raising of
high frequencies. This will not, of course, be accompanied
by the sort of -boxy- effects of related enclosures and

30 baffling. Also, whilst sound output rearwardly of members
hereof used as loudspeaker panels is not of inherently
anti-phase nature requiring elimination, shallow rearward
absorption/baffling provisions can be advantageous for
loudspeaker units to be mounted directly against or closely

35 adjacent solid/sound reflective surfaces.
Each particular design of member hereof for use in a

loudspeaker will require inter-active decisions, usually

20
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involving compromises regarding physical and operational

parameters and requirements. Thus, bending stiffness (es)

and mass per unit area contribute (through square root of

the quotient B/ji*of the former and the latter) along with

5 dimensions/area to setting lowest true bending wave frequ-

encies, with Young's modulus (E) and thickness of * skins of

sandwich structures of the members as well as the square of

their core thickness having particularly relevant effects

on bending wave stiffness. Said bending wave stiffness (es)

10 and mass per unit area also contribute, through square root

of inverse p/B of above quotient, along with the ratio of

squares of speed of sound in air and (by bending waves) in

the members , to setting the actual coincidence frequency

,

with core shear modulus (G) and core thickness (d) contrib-

15 uting to said ratio along with said of mass per unit area

(ft) being particularly influential as the actual coincid-

ence frequency is always greater than results from much

simpler notional calculation assuming no core shear thus no

account taken of said ratio. Lowering or raising the coin-

20 cidence frequency can be by raising or lowering said ratio.

Regarding core shear modulus (G), it is, in itself , a

significant design factor that needs to be enough to hold

the skins apart sufficiently rigidly for desired bending

wave action. Relatively lower and higher values result in

25 greater and lesser, respectively, transmission of energy

applied by the transducer means in core shear waves rather

than desired skin bending waves. Such shear waves do not

radiate sound, and nett acoustic result of lower core shear

modulus values is that the effective sound radiating areas

30 of the members tends to reduce with frequency, though still

substantially larger than any parallel with conventional

cone-element tweeters resembling a highly directional point

source. The underlying effect of shear causing fall-off of

vibrational efficiency of operation with frequency can be

35 used to advantage for piezoelectric transducer means as

particularly suited to card or book, even notice-board,

embodiments typically of the order of about A5 to about A4,
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event to Al, sizes preferably with coincidence frequency as
high as 20KHZ or more and operating frequency range going
from between about 200Hz aid 3 50Hz up to about lSKhz or so,
and related lowest resonant modes concerned at about 100Hz

5 to about 250Hz.

Regarding mass per unit area (p) , there is an inverse
relationship with efficiency of any loudspeaker concerned,
thus general benefit from having it as low as possible!
i.e. consistent with operational goals and resulting requ-

10 irements regarding other physical parameters, particularly
at least reasonably high stiffness-to-mass ratio and spec-
ific modulus involving core shear modulus (GJ along with

.
ratio of mass per unit area (p) and the core thickness (d)

,

which makes composite skinned-core laminated structure's
15 particularly suitable for the members hereof.

In applying these factors to practical loudspeaker etc
design, i.e. using available actual materials and values of
their relevant parameters, satisfactory lightweight core
materials will generally be of expanded foamed synthetic
plastics materials or of honeycomb or other open-work form
fabricated from sheet materials, see further later.

Such structures give rise to further factors involving
skin and core properties, both alone and in conjunction
with each other and/or with size and mass of active parts

25 of transducer means, including the possibilities of further
resonances such as affected by core compliance along with
skin and/or transducer part mass(es), specifically
resonances from size/volume of core cells and/or from
compliant core compression/recovery and/ or from skin
portions overlying open core cells potentially with tiny
drum-like subsidiary vibration effects, etc. Such further
resonances can be useful, i.e. be positive" factors in
materials selection/specification, by contributing to, even
extending, actual operating frequency range, usually at the

35 higher end, typically approaching or above 20KhZ, say 19Khz
- 22KHz. If those further resonances would not be useful,
even be deleterious, to performance, that can be taken into

20

30
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account for avoidance in selection etc of materials.
Desired or effectively required sizes and shapes are

obvious design factors, and bring in anisotropy, as to
which it can be* relevant that at least some of available
honeycomb have, certainly can have, different shear moduli
in different directions. Possibilities obviously arise as
to incorporation of members hereof into host sheets or
panels and as to defining operational areas by deformation
or added defining material as mentioned above.. Desired
type etc of transducer means, even viability effectively
forcing or limiting choice thereof, is/are further key
consideration (s) , including as to compliance of mounting at
least active moving part(s) thereof to or into members
hereof, as to normal requirement for predominantly resist-
ive rather than reactive mechanical coupling of transducer
part(s) to such members, and as to output power desiderata
thus input power and forces applied by moving part(s) of
transducer means being desirably consistent with buckling
etc characteristics/resistance of core materials.

Generally, from the above, relevant factors including
materials parameters available and required can be matched
to extents resulting in achieving the afore-mentioned rem-
arkably wide range of satisfactory loudspeakers and other
acoustic devices, the scope for doing so relative to var-
ious materials parameters individually and in combinations
and need to balance conflicting effects by now being self-
evident.

Use of said members hereof with associated transducer
means as microphones is, of course, feasible. Then, it is
particularly preferred that multiple transducer means be
used, preferably to get the best possible sampling of poss-
ible active resonant modes, say where appropriate, with
transducer means at least one of each of progressively out-
ward different ones of preferential locations. The reverse
or inverse action compared with loudspeakers hereof can
produce signals capable of intelligible reproduction and/or
ready meaningful input to data processing machines. More-
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over, capability of combining through additional transducer
means on a member hereof also operating as a loudspeaker
has advantages, as has provision or further combination
with or as cladding or a casing.

Further regarding transducer means, two particular
types have been mentioned, namely piezoelectric, and elect-
romagnetic with specific reference to what is effectively
continuation of long-established practice for cone-element
loudspeakers by way of moving coil means being fixed/bonded
-on, say acting against mass of magnet means also.-;carried
by the member, with passing reference to alternative use of
moving magnet means the excitation purposes hereof. The
Profound differences of the nature of mechanical coupling
to panel-like members hereof, exciting bending waves rather

15 than for pistonic action to reciprocate a cone element,
have also been alluded to, particularly at least being
predominantly mechanically resistive rather than reactive
nature thereof, thus inherently more efficient. It is the
case that light moving magnets and relatively heavy elec-
tric coils would be more reactive and less efficient, but
nonetheless viable. Corresponding consequential differ-
ences become reflected in novel parts and their inter-
relationships, including by reason of inherent capability
for mounting intendedly stationary as well as moving parts

25 to members" hereof, rather than stationary magnet parts to
fixed frames, though that can be done for members hereof if
desired or preferred or even required to get additional
pistonic action at lowest frequencies. Moreover, a
radically fresh approach has been found to be notably

30 capable of satisfactory and beneficial operation, namely by
way of we call "inertial" contribution to inducing at least
bending wave vibration. '* * -~

So, in addition to aspects of invention arising from
novel transducer parts, inter-relationships of parts, and

35 mounting thereof, whether at and to surfaces or in wells or
even through-apertures at and to sides thereof, another
transducer means aspect of this invention concerns addition

20
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to operatively moving part(s) of transducer means of more
mass, including where such addition is substantially media-
lly of such parts actually mounted to members hereof beyond
or outside such additional mass, say peripherally, prefer-
ably at or adjacent edges thereof at or adjacent edges of
wells or apertures in members hereof with said additional
mass projecting into such wells or apertures, further pref-
erably with appropriate clearance therein, particularly
advantageously mounted to skins and extending into cores of
preferred laminated sandwich structures for members hereof

.

BRIEF DESr.RTPTTQN OP nRAWTMP.g

Particular device and applications embodiments will
now be described in more detail, both by way of example and
as leading to further device etc aspects of invention, with
reference to the accompanying drawings.

Generally panel-like members embodying above concepts
and aspects of this invention concerning areal distribution
of bending wave vibration and, at least effectively, rela-
ted natural resonant modes will be referred to variously as
"distributed mode resonators" or "distributed mode reson-
ating panels" or "distributed mode loudspeakers" or "DML"
or "multi-mode resonating panel".

Also, the word "resonate" is used, as a descriptive
and semantically accurate convenient short-hand terra for
such desired or acceptably achievable areally distributed
and orderly natural resonant mode related bending wave
vibration, involving the positive and deliberate encour-
agement by design of such resonance-based vibration; and is
not to be confused with other usages of that word in other
connections where any vibration is considered inherently
problematic (and, perhaps, as often as not actually related
to inaccuracies and/or wear of cooperating parts l )

.

In the drawings :-

Figure l is an outline view of a distributed mode
loudspeaker;

Figure 2a is a partial section of Figure 1 on the line
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A-A ;

Figure 2b. is an enlarged cross-section through a dist-
ributed mode radiator of the kind shown in Figure 2a.
and showing, two alternative constructions;
Figure 3a. indicates preferred transducer location (s)
for a substantially rectangular panel;
Figures 3fe and 3fl likewise for substantially true ell-
iptical and super-elliptical panels;
Figure 3d. for a composite shaped panel;
Figure 4 shows a distributed-mode loudspeaker;
Figure 5a. is a perspective view of another distributed
mode loudspeaker;

Figure Sfc is a partial cross-sectional view of the
loudspeaker of Figure 4a;
Figure 6& is a perspective view of another distrib-
uted mode loudspeaker;

Figure 6fe is a partial cross-sectional view of the
loudspeaker of Figure 5a.;

Figure 7& is a front view of a distributed-mode
loudspeaker;

Figure 7fe is a side view of the distributed-mode
loudspeaker of Figure 7a.;

Figure 7c. is a rear view of the loudspeaker of Figure
7a;

Figure 8 shows a distributed-mode loudspeaker
Figure 9 is a sectional side view of a first electro-
magnetic transducer;

Tigure 10 is a sectional side view of a second elect-
romagnetic transducer;

Figure lla. is a sectional side view of a third elect-
romagnetic transducer;

Figure life is a sectional side view of .a, fourth elect-
romagnetic transducer;

Figure 11c. is a sectional side view of a fifth elect-
romagnetic transducer;

Figure 12 is a sectional side view of a sixth elect-
romagnetic transducer;
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Figure 13 shows a first piezoelectric transducer;
Figure 14 shows a second piezoelectric transducer;
Figure 15 shows a third piezoelectric transducer;
Figure 16 'shows a further electromagnetic transducer;

5 Figure 17 shows another electromagnetic transducer;
Figure 18 shows a distributed-raode loudspeaker;
Figures 19 shows application of drive/excitation
signals;

Figures 20 and 21 show variations;

10 Figure 22 is a diagram of an embodiment of distribut-
ed mode combination loudspeaker microphone;
Figure 23 is an outline view of a distributed-raode
microphone;

Figure 24 shows crystalline disc type piezoelectric
15 transducer;

Figure 25^ is a perspective outline view of a room
incorporating a suspended ceiling;

Figure 25b is a cross-sectioned side view of a distr-
ibuted mode loudspeaker in the form of a ceiling tile;

20 Figure 27 is a perspective outline view of a visual
display unit;

Figure 28 is a partial cross-sectional view, through
the loudspeaker of Figure 22;

Figure 29 is a perspective view of a lap-top computer;
25 Figure 30 is a partial cross-sectional view of a

detail of Figure 29;

. Figure 31 is a perspective view of a first portable
compact disc player in a storage position;

Figure 32 is a perspective view of the player of

30 Figure 31 in a use position;

Figure 33 is a scrap view of part of the player of
Figures 31 and 32; r

Figure 34 is a perspective view of a second embodiment
of portable compact disc player;

35 Figure 35 is a scrap view of part of the player of

Figure 34;

Figure 36 is a perspective view of the passenger cabin
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of a vehicle;

Figure 37 is a partial cross-sectional view of a
detail of Figure 36;

'

Figure 38 i« a perspective view of a prior art auto-
mobile door;

Figure 39 is a perspective view of an automobile door;
Figure 40 is a partial cross-sectional view of a
detail from Figure 6;

Figure 41 is a perspective view of an automobile;
Figure 42 is a partial cross-section view of a detail
from Figure 41;

Figure 43 is a perspective diagram of a keyboard elec-
tronic instrument;

Figure 44 is a plan view of the underside of the inst-
rument of Figure 3;

Figure 45 is a partial cross-sectional view of the
instrument of Figures 3 and 4;

Figure 46 is a perspective view of a second musical
instrument;

Figure 47 is a perspective view of a vending machine;
Figure 48 is a partial cross-sectional view of a
detail of the vending machine of Figure 3;
Figure 49 is a perspective diagram of a modified form
of vending machine;

Figure 50 is a perspective diagram of a first notice-
board;

Figure 51 is a perspective view of a second notice-
board;

Figure 52 is a partial cross-sectional view of the
noticeboards shown in Figures 50 an<i 51;
Figure 53 is a perspective diagram of packaging;
Figure 54 is an outline perspective vtew,-of a greet-
ings card embodiment of this present invention;
Figure 55 is a perspective outline view a projection
screen;

Figure 56 is a partial view of a detail of the screen
of Figure 55;
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Figure 57 is a plan view of a room incorporating the
projection screen of Figure 55;

Figure S8 is a perspective view of a loudspeaker panel
member with* edge slotting;

Figure 59a., b,c_,&, are diagrams concerning circuits for
input bandwidth control;

Figures 60a,b_,£,£ are diagrams concerning passive
equalisations-

Figures 61a,b_,c_ show curved diffusing and focussing
panel loudspeakers hereof and their use in a rooms-
Figure 62 is an outline plan view of a five channel
home movie system room using some panel loudspeakers;
Figure 63 is an outline inside view of a room with
voicing by passive panels hereof;

Figure 64 is a perspective view of a passive panel
hereof as a mounting base for an audio units-

Figure 65 is a perspective view of passive panels
hereof as an enclosure for a conventional loudspeakers-
Figures 66a, h are perspective and scrap section views
of a piano with a passive panel hereof as a sounding
board, and

Figure 67a.,b_ are outline plan and enlarged scrap
sectional views for making loudspeakere hereof.
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Throughout the drawings, to aid correlation and under-
standing, the same references are used for function 1

ji V
similar parts, particularly for resonant panels (2),
transducers (9),. edge support frames (1) and intermediates

5 (3) etc.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE TNVENT^QM

Referring to Figure 1 of the drawings, a panel-form
loudspeaker (81) comprises a rectangular frame (1) carrying
a resilient suspension (3) round its inner periphery which

10 supports a distributed mode sound radiating panel (2)
formed structurally and configured as variously developed
above. A transducer (9), e.g. as described later with
reference to Figures 9-17, is mounted wholly and excl-
usively on or in the panel (2) at a predetermined location

15 defined by dimensions x. and £. The latter are, of course
the proportionate side length coordinates (from any corner)
as indicated above. Conversion to being centre-related
coordinates could be of general value, e.g. where corners
of the panel member (2) are trimmed or cropped or fini.shed

20 short as made, see dashed (2&) and above regarding ref-
inement of acoustic action/performance. Alternative, or
combiningly and cooperatingly, effectively analogous such
refinement by prescribing diagonal bending stiffness is
also indicated diagrammatically, see arrows (V, W) .

25 The transducer (9) serves to launch or excite bending
waves in the panel to cause the panel to resonate and rad-
iate an acoustic output; and is shown driven by a signal
amplifier (10), e.g. an audio amplifier, connected to the
transducer by lead conductors (28). Amplifier loading and

30 power requirements can be similar to conventional cone type
speakers, sensitivity being of the order of 86 - 88dB/watt
under room loaded conditions. Amplifier load-impedance is
largely resistive at 6 ohms, and power handling 20-80
watts. Where the panel core and/or skins are of metal,

35 they may serve as a heat sink for the transducer, say to
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remove heat from a voice coil of the transducer, and thus
improve power handling.

Figures 2a. and 2b_ are partial typical cross-sections
through the loudspeaker (81) of Figure l. Figure 2a. shows

5 that the frame (1), surround (3) and panel (2) are conne-
cted together by respective adhesive-bonded joints (20).
Suitable materials for the frame include such as used in
picture framing, say of extruded metal (e.g. aluminium
alloy) or plastics, etc. Suitable surround materials can

0 meet desiderata above and include resilient materials such
as foam rubber and foam plastics. Suitable adhesives for
the joints (20) include epoxy, acrylic and cyano-acrylate
etc. adhesives.

Figure 2fe illustrates, to an enlarged scale, that the
5 panel (2) is a rigid lightweight laminated sandwich-type

panel having a core (22) e.g. of rigid plastics foam (97)
or cellular matrix (98) such as a honeycomb matrix of metal
foil, plastics or the like, with the cells extending
transversely to the plane of the panel, and closed by
opposed skins (21), e.g. of paper, card, plastics or metal
foil or sheet.

Where the skins are of plastics, they may be reinfor-
ced with fibres e.g. of carbon, glass, Kevlar or the like
in a manner known s&£. S& to improve their tensile proper-
ties. Envisaged skin layer materials and reinforcements
thus include carbon, glass, Kevlar (RTM), Nomex (RTM) or
aramid etc, fibres in various lays and weaves, as well as
paper, bonded paper laminates, raelamine, and various synth-
etic plastics films of high modulus, such as Mylar (RTM),
Kaptan (RTM), polycarbonate, phenolic, polyester or related
plastics, and fibre reinforced plastics, etc. and metal
sheet or foil. Investigation of the Vectra,gsade of liquid
crystal polymer thermoplastics shows that they may be
useful for the injection moulding of ultra thin skins or
shells of smaller size, say up to around 30cm diameter.
This material self forms reinforcing striations in the
direction of injection, a preferred orientation for the
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good propagation of treble energy from the driving point to
the panel perimeter.

It is convenient to advert further to above-mentioned
prescription of bending stiffness that can be directionally
differential parallel to pairs of sides of the panel* (9,
see other arrows (C, D)

, or at any angle(s), including from
lay or weave or directed reinforcement, see arrows (E, p, ;

and/or by plural superposed sub-layers with their direct-
ionality at appropriate relative angles, see arrows (G, H)
shown symmetrically at 45-degrees, though they. -could be
otherwise as to angle and symmetry. Core shear can also
contribute, as it is often directionally different in avai-
lable materials.

Additional moulding for plain or reinforced plastics,
usually thermoplastics materials, would allow for mould
tooling to carry location and registration features, such
as grooves or rings for the accurate location of transducer
parts, e.g. excitation coil and/or magnet suspension. Add-
itionally, with some weaker core materials, it is can be

20 advantageous to increase the skin thickness locally, e.g.
up to 15% of the transducer diameter, to reinforce that
area and beneficially couple bending wave vibration
inducing energy into the panel. High frequency response
can be improved for some foam materials by this means.

Envisaged core layer materials include fabricated
honeycombs or corrugations of aluminium alloy sheet or
foil,^or Kevlar (RTM), Nomex (RTM), plain or bonded papers,
and various synthetic plastics films, as well as expanded
or foamed plastics or pulp materials, even aerogel metals
if of suitably low density. Some suitable core layer mat-
erials effectively exhibit usable self-skinning in their
manufacture and/or otherwise have enough inherent stiffness
for use without lamination between skin layers. A high
performance cellular core material is known under the trade

35 name 'Rohacell' which may be suitable as a radiator panel
and which is without skins, m practical terms, the aim is
for an overall lightness and stiffness suited to a partic-

25

30
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ular purpose, specifically including optimising contribut-
ions from core and skin layers and transitions between
them, %

Several of -the preferred formulations for the panel
5 employ metal and metal alloy skins, or alternatively a

carbon fibre reinforcement. Both of these, and also using
an alloy Aerogel or metal honeycomb core, will have subst-
antial radio frequency screening properties which should be
important in several EMC applications. Conventional panel

10 or cone type speakers have no inherent EMC screening capab-

Much has been said in the extensive preamble to this
specification concerning materials parameters in relation
to sandwich structures, as to cores and skins. Moreover,

15 progress in materials- technology is very swift indeed these
days. However, it must be useful to say a little more,
based on materials available to us to date, about useful
practical criteria we have developed in relation to requ-
irements in relation to materials selection. Thus, we use

20 the following guidelines

(a) Cellular core has shear modulus of at least about 10

raegapascals and adhered skin Young's modulus of at least
about 1 gigapascal.

(b) For sizes of panel members below about 0.1 square

25 metre, lowest bending wave frequencies above about 100Hz,

a bending stiffness that can be below about 10 Newton-
metres, core shear modulus that can be as low as about 10

megapascals or less, and skins' Young's modulus in the

range from about 0.5 to about 2.5 gigapascals.

30 (c) For sizes between about 0.1 and about 0.3 square

metre, lowest bending wave frequencies as low as about
70Hz, bending stiffness between about 5 and-about 50 or

more Newtonmetres, core shear modulus that is usually above

10 megapascals typically about 15 megapascals up to about
35 80 or more megapascals, and skins' Young's modulus of at

least about 2 gigapascals up to about 70 or more giga-
pascals.

ility.
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(d) For sizes between about 0.3 and about 1 square metres,
lowest bending wave frequency as low as about 50Hz, a
bending stiffness usually above about 20 raegapascals
typically about -50 up to about 500 or more Newtbnraetres,
core shear modulus that is usually above about 10 typically
about between about 20 and about 90 raegapascals, and skins'
Young's modulus of at least about 2 gigapascals feasibly up
to at least about 70 gigapascals.
(e) For sizes over about 1 up to perhaps 5 square metres
or more, a lowest bending wave frequency that can be as low
as about 25 to, 70Hz, a bending stiffness above about 25
Newtonmetres, core shear modulus usually over 30 mega-
pascals, and skins' Young's modulus of at least about 20
gigapascals ranging up to at least about 1,000 gigapascals.

L5 (e) Generally, bending stiffness between minima of about
0.1 to about 1,000 and maxima of about 4 to about 3,500
Newton-metres, and mass per unit area between minima' of
about 0.05 to about 1.5 and maxima of about 1 and about 4
kilograms/ square metre, depending on size/application..

!0 These guidelines are given in good faith after exten-
sive testing, calculation and investigation etc, but are
not intended to be

(
unduly limiting. Thus, we have succ-

eeded in driving/exciting structures with bending stiffness
as high as 7.5 Newton-metres, though not as efficiently as

5 we would look for in purpose-designed loudspeakers. in
principle, it is difficult to see any absolute upper limit,
though necessary input power can get very high, and effic-
iency rather low; but, if such was acceptable, even prefer-
red, say for matching existing structural and cladding

0 materials, we could do so. Also, progress in materials
technology seems certain to enable structures with comb-
inations of properties that are beyond forecast; and our
own knowledge cannot be truly comprehensive, having been
gathered over quite a short time.

5 In addition, preferred forms of piezoelectric trans-
ducers and ferromagnetic electro-magnetic transducers have
negligible electromagnetic radiation or stray magnetic
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fields. Conventional speakers have a large magnetic field,
up to 1 metre extent unless specific compensating counter-
measures are taken.

Where it is* important to have or maintain screening in
5 any application, electrical connection can be made to the

conductive parts of an appropriate DML panel or an elect-
rically conductive foam or similar interface may be used
for the edge mounting.

The suspension (3) may damp the edges of the .panel (2)
10 to prevent excessive edge movement of the panel without

generally preventing desired edge vibration. Additionally
or alternatively, further damping may be applied, e.g. as
patches, bonded to the panel in selected positions, see
dashed at 2P, to control particular frequency modes in

15 damping excessive movement, and help distribute resonance
more equally over the panel. The patches may be of
bitumen-based material, as commonly used in conventional
loudspeaker enclosures or may be of a resilient or rigid"
polymeric sheet material. Some materials, notably paper

20 and card, and some cores may be self-damping. Where
desired, the damping may be increased in the construction
of the panels by employing resiliently setting, rather than
rigid setting adhesives.

Effective said selective damping includes specific
25 application to the panel including its sheet material of

means permanently associated therewith. Edges and corners
can be particularly significant for dominant and less dis-
persable low frequency vibration modes of panels hereof.
Edge-wise fixing of damping means can usefully lead to a
panel with its said sheet material fully framed, though at
least their corners can often be relatively free, say for
desired extension to lower frequency operation?- Attachment
can be by adhesive or self-adhesive materials. Other forms
of useful damping, particularly in terms of more subtle

35 effects and/or mid- and higher frequencies can be by way of
suitable mass or masses affixed to the sheet material at
effective medial localised positions of said area.

30
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35

An acoustic panel, hereof is truly bi-directional. Thesound energy from the back is not strongly phase-related tothat from the front. Consequently there is the benefit ofoverall summation of acoustic power in the room, sound
5 energy of uniform frequency distribution, reduced reflect-

ive and standing wave effects, and the advantage of good
reproduction of the natural space and ambience in thereproduced sound recordings.

Whilst sound etc radiation from the acoustic panel is
10 largely non-directional, the percentage of phase-related

information increases off axis. For improved focus for so-
called phantom stereo image, placement of the speakers like
Pictures, i.e. at the usual standing person height, confers
the benefit of a moderate off-axis placement for a normally

15 seated listener optimising the stereo effect. Likewise the
triangular left/right geometry with respect to the listener
provides a further angular component. Good stereo is thus
obtainable.

There is a further advantage for a group of listeners
20 compared with conventional speaker reproduction. The intr-

insically dispersed nature of acoustic panel sound radiat-
ion gives it a sound volume which is quite free of effects
of the inverse square law for distance for an equivalent
point source. Consequently for off-centre and poorly

!5 placed listeners the intensity field for the panel speaker
promotes a superior stereo effect compared to conventional
speakers. This is because the off-centre placed listener
does not suffer the doubled problem due to proximity to the
nearer speaker; firstly the excessive increase in loudness

0 from the nearer speaker, and then the corresponding decr-
ease in loudness from the further loudspeaker. With con-
ventional speakers, the ear tends to favour, earliest arr-
iving sounds, so care tends to be taken that neither loud-
speaker channel is nearest.

Whilst acoustic panel members hereof will normally be
sized including adjustment as to differential bending
stiffnesses to make a match with resonantly outer operative
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area, that is not essential. Other measures, indicated
dashed in Figures 2& and^ 2fe, include cutting partially
(22C) into the core (22)

* through one skin 21 or adding
damping or stiffening material/members (22S) as inner

5 framing at least partially about the intended operative
area, thereby reducing some of preferential size for the
panel member structure concerned.

Regarding Figure 3, Figure 3^ shows preferential
transducer locations for a substantially rectangular panel

10 member as indicated above, for isometric aspect ratio of
1.34:1, namely at crossings 'x' of orthogonal coordinates
taken from 3/7, 4/9 and 5/13 of lengths of sides from its
corners, other corners being as illustrated for just one
one quadrant. In other Figures, the six transducer loca-

ls tions for any corner on a reference are to be implied as
represented either individually or collectively (but used
individually within each "collection- relative to centring
a transducer thereat)

.

Figure 3fe shows one preferential transducer location
20 as indicated above for substantially true elliptical panel

member of aspect ratio 1.182:1, i.e. at 0.43 and 0.20 of
major and minor axes from centre, as developed from ell-
iptical cylindrical coordinates using the equations:
x = h.cosh(u.ura) .cos(v) y = h, sinh(u.um) . sin(v)

25 where fi a V(a? - b2
) urn a q.tanh(a/b)

having constant values for u (0...1) and v (0...tt/2) at

(0.366, 0.2397T).

Figures 3£ and 34 likewise show substantially super-
elliptical and part super-elliptical/part-elliptical panel

30 shapes, each with the preferred transducer locations being
as indicated above, but only shown in approximate outline.

Regarding Figures 4 to 6, Figure 4 shows^aT first dist-
ributed mode panel-form loudspeaker (81) generally of the

kind shown in Figures 1 and 2 and in which the frame (1) is

35 replaced by a baffle-board (6), e.g. of medium density
fibreboard, having a rectangular aperture (82) in which a

distributed mode radiator panel (2) is mounted with the
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interposition of a resilient suspension (3). The baffle-
board (6) can help with low frequencies and/or if very
close to a wall. A transducer (9) as described for FigUres
9 - 17 is mounted wholly and exclusively on the panel (2)

5 to excite the panel to cause it to resonate to produce an
acoustic output.

In Pigure 4, the loudspeaker comprises a shallow box-
like enclosure (8) having a top (148), a bottom (149)
opposed sides (150); a back (isi) and a front (-152) The

10 front (152) of the enclosure (8) consists of a rigid
lightweight distributed mode radiator panel (2) of the kind
described with reference to Figures l and 2 and comprising
a core (22) enclosed by opposed skins (21). The panel (2)
is supported in the enclosure (8) by means of a surrounding

15 compliant suspension (17), e.g. . strip of latex rubber
A transducer (9), e,g, of the kinds described for

Figures 9 - 17 is mounted wholly and exclusively on the
inwardly directed face of the panel (2) in a predetermined
location as discussed above, to excite bending wave vibra-

20 tion in the panel to cause it to resonate to produce an
acoustic output. The enclosure (8) may be formed with
ports (109) e.g. in one side (150), to enhance bass perf-
ormance of the loudspeaker, including of some pi s tonic .

action allowed by compliance of panel mounting in the box.
Piguxe 5 illustrates a further loudspeaker (81) gener-

ally similar to that described above with reference to
Figure 4. The loudspeaker comprises a box-like enclosure
(8) consisting of a front box portion (52) adapted to be
mounted on a wall and a separable rear box portion (U0)
adapted to be set into a wall, e.g. a stud-work wall to
further reduce the already shallow apparent depth of the
loudspeaker enclosure. The front face (51f <of the front
box consists of a rigid lightweight multi-mode radiator (2)
comprising, as for Pigure 3, a core (22) enclosed by

35 opposed skins (21). The panel (2) is supported in the
enclosure (8) by means of a surrounding resilient sus-
pension (17), e.g. of rubber latex strip. The loudspeaker

30
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is thus generally of the kind described with reference to
Figures 1 and 2 above. A transducer (9), e.g. of the kind
described for Figures 9 - 17 is mounted wholly and exclus-
ively on the inw'ardly directed face of the panel (2) in a

5 predetermined location as discussed above to excite and
vibrate the panel in bending wave mode to cause it to
resonate to produce an acoustic output.

Such loudspeakers are relatively simple to make and
can be made to have a relatively shallow depth, or

10 apparently shallow depth, in comparison to conventional
loudspeakers; and have a wide angle of dispersion in

• comparison to conventional pistonic loudspeakers. Where
the radiator panel is made from or is skinned with metal
foil or sheet, the loudspeaker can be made to be shielded

15 against radio-frequency emissions.

Accordingly, particular device aspects of this inv-
ention include a panel-form loudspeaker comprising a
resonant multi-mode acoustic radiator, drive means mounted
to the radiator to excite multi-mode resonance in the rad-

20 iator, and a baffle surrounding and supporting the radia-
tor: for which resilient suspension may be interposed
between the radiator and the surround, typically an elas-
tomeric material such as rubber, and may be sponge-like,
e.g. foamed rubber; the baffle may be substantially planar

25 or may be~ in the form of an enclosure, e.g. a box-like
enclosure, and of any suitable rigid material, e.g. medium
density fibreboard, including formed into an enclosure as
of so-called 'infinite baffle' form and/or or ported; the
transducer may be mounted wholly and exclusively on the

30 radiator; the enclosure may comprise a rear box portion
adapted to be buried in a wall or the like surface and a

front box portion adapted to project from -the" wall or the
like, and such two box portions may be physically separable
and adapted to be connected together in desired fashion.

35 Figure 7 shows a floor-mounted panel-form loudspeaker

(81), i.e. as generally shown in Figures 1 and 2, as a

lightweight rigid rectangular distributed mode sound radia-
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ting panel (2
, runted in or on a resilient surround (3 >shown supported in a rectangular frame (1) on a floor stand

(23) having a ground-engaging foot (83) and an upright stem
(84) to four generally horizontal arms (85) connected at

»
their distal ends (86, to the respective corners (87) ofthe frame (1). a balanced pair of transducers (9, of thekind shown in Figures 9 - 17 are mounted at one respective
end on the panel (2, with their other ends also supported
on lugs (88, on the stem (84) to drive the panel.

The pair of transducers (9, are located on the panel
(2) at predetermined locations as above. This arrangement
is intended to operate to drive the panel (2) pistonically
at low frequencies by reacting against the stem (84, whichalong with the arms (85) acts as the chassis of a conven-
tional loudspeaker drive unit, but launch/excite bendingwave vibration the panel at other than low frequencies of
Pistonic action, i.e. to resonate for corresponding acou-
stic output. The suspension (3, will be compliant i e
like the roll surround of a conventional pistonic loud-
speaker cone driver. Such panel-form loudspeakers are
relatively simple to make, and flatness makes them rel-
atively easy to house, and there is a wide angle of
acoustic dispersion in comparison to conventional loud-
speakers

.

Accordingly, particular device aspects of this inv-
ention include a panel-form loudspeaker as a resonant
distributed mode acoustic radiator having a periphery a
transducer mounted to the radiator to excite distributed
mode resonance in the radiator, and a frame supporting the
radiator, the transducer being coupled between the radiator
and the frame to vibrate the panel to cause it to resonate
to produce an acoustic output, wherein frame, means supports
the radiator at its periphery, preferably for additional
pistonic acoustic action, conveniently with resilient sus-
pension means couples between the frame and the radiator
periphery; and/or the frame having a portion surrounding
the radiator panel and/or the resilient suspension of
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elastomeric material. The transducer being adapted ,both tocause the radiator to resonate and to move the radiator
pxstonically is a particular inventive feature, as it theframe comprising a floor stand having a ground engaging

5 portion, a substantially upright portion extending from theground engaging portion and a plurality of arms extendingfrom the upright portion, the distal ends of which armscarry the resilient suspension. The radiator can be anyshape preferably held peripherally by the arms, conven-
10 xently with transducer (s, mounted on or adjacent to theupright portion of the frame.

Figure 8 shows another way of combining pistonic anddistributed mode resonant behaviour for a loudspeaker (81,Lightweight, rigid distributed mode sound radiator panel"
15 2), as in Figures 1 and 2, forms a front wall of a box-like enclosure (8, having sides (135) and a rear wall (12)e.g. of medium density fibre-board, together defining acavity (155). A panel (51, of acoustic absorption material

is provided in the cavity (155,. A panel (51, of acoustic
20 absorption material is provided in the cavity to damp

standing waves. The radiator panel (2) is mounted in the
enclosure (8) by means of a compliant suspension (7) e gto emulate the roll surround of a conventional pistonic
cone loudspeaker and carries a transducer (9) as in Figures

25 9 - 17 mounted wholly and exclusively on the panel (2) at
a predetermined location as described above.

The interior cavity (iss, of the enclosure (8) is
coupled to a bass pump (ii,, that is to say tQ th& inter±or
of a box-like enclosure (185, containing a pistonic bass

30 loudspeaker drive unit (42), by means of pipe-like conduit
(90), whereby air pressure waves of acoustic frequency in
the bass region are applied to the interior- *155) of the
enclosure to cause the panel (2, to move pistonically on
its compliant suspension (7, to produce a low frequency

35 acoustic output. m addition the panel is caused to
resonate by the transducer (9) to cause the panel to
radiate an acoustic output at higher frequencies. An
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amplifier (1) is arranged to feed an acoustic signal to the

bass pump (11) and to the transducer (9) to drive the

loudspeaker.

Accordingly; particular device aspects of this inv-

5 ention include a loudspeaker comprising an enclosure, an
acoustic radiator in the enclosure, a compliant suspension
mounting the radiator in the enclosure for limited pistonic
movement relative thereto, and transducer means for driving
the radiator, wherein the radiator is a panel-form distrib-

10 uted mode acoustic radiator, by a first transducer mounted
wholly and exclusively on the radiator to vibrate the

radiator to cause it to resonate, and by means for varying
the air pressure in the enclosure to cause the radiator to

move pistonically; where the air pressure varying means
15 may comprise an air pump, say as a subsidiary enclosure, a

pistonic driver mounted in the subsidiary enclosure and
means coupling the interiors of the respective enclosures
such that air pressure waves produced by motion of the

pistonic driver are transmitted to the said enclosure; and
20 acoustically absorbent means, e.g. wadding, may be provided

in the said enclosure and/or in the subsidiary enclosure.

Regarding Figures 9-11, Figure 9 shows moving coil

transducer (9) arranged to be embedded entirely within
interior of stiff lightweight distributed mode panel (2)

25 comprising a core (22) faced on both sides with skins (21)

to excite/launch bending waves in the panel . The trans-

ducer comprises a. coil (13) embedded in a fixing (16), e.g.

of epoxy resin, in a cavity (29) in the core (22) of the

panel (2), and surrounding a cylindrical coil former (18),

30 the coil (13) and former (18) thus being rigidly fixed in

the panel (2). Mounted in the portion of the cavity (29)

defined by the coil former (18) is a magnet assembly

comprising an opposed pair of magnets (15) separated by a

pole-forming member (14), the magnet assembly being mounted

35 on the inner faces of skins (21) of the panel (2) by means

of opposed compliant suspension members (19) of rubber-like

material, e.g. foam rubber, which are adhesively bonded to
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the magnet assembly and to the interior surfaces of the
respective skins (21) of the panel. The magnet assembly
(14,15) is thus mounted concentrically of the coil (13) and
is axially movable on its suspension (19). The transducer
(9) operates to launch/excite bending waves in the panel
(2) by vibrating to cause local resilient deformation of
the panel due to relative axial motion between the magnet
assembly and the coil. The drive/excitation effect is
enhanced by increasing the mass of the magnet assembly, in
operation, at least at high frequencies, since the mass of
the magnet assembly is relatively large in comparison to
that of the panel, the inertia of the magnet assembly will
tend to hold the magnet assembly stationary and to vibrate
the panel relatively thereto.

Figure 10 shows a moving coil transducer (9) similar
to that shown in Figure 9 and arranged to be embedded
entirely within the interior of a stiff lightweight dis-
tributed mode radiator panel (2) comprising a core (22)
faced with skins (21) to launch bending waves into the
panel. The transducer (9) is formed as a modular assembly
to facilitate its assembly into a panel (2). As shown, the
panel (2) is formed with a suitable cavity (120) to receive
the transducer (9). The transducer comprises a coil (13)
fixed to the interior wall of a cylindrical coil former
(18) e.g.- by means of a rigid adhesive potting (20), the
former (18) providing the outer casing of the transducer
and being closed at its opposite axial ends by lightweight
end caps (119) which are rigidly fixed to the coil former
in any desired fashion, e.g. by means of adhesive bonds
(220) . The assembly is arranged to be located in the
transducer cavity (120) in a distributed mode panel (2), by
movement in direction of arrow 'A' as indicated in; The
transducer is fixed in the cavity by means of an adhesive.
Mounted in the cavity (29) defined by the coil former (18)
is a magnet assembly comprising an opposed pair of magnets
(15) separated by a pole-forming member (14), the magnet
assembly being mounted on the end caps (119) of the coil
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former ,„, by means „f opposed suspensionmembers U9) o£ ^ber-lilce ^ # ^
which are adhesively bonded to the Magnet assembly and tothe interior surfaces of the respective end caps. The

5 magnet assembly ,u. xs, i s thus mounted concentrically of

T,i
C0l

Tb T T ls axlaUy novable on its
T"e transducer „, operates to launch/excite bendingwave, in the panel <2) by vlbratln? t0 cause^

lent deformation of the panel in the same «.y a, described
10 above with reference to the embodiment of Figure ,.

The transducer ,,, of Figure 10 Is intended' as a !owprofile device which can be buried substantially within thethinness of a distributed mode panel <„ . The transducer

IS n»d"
SeS

* riMriCal <—' ("> Adapted to oe15 fixed, e.g. by means of an adhesive a „aanesive, m a correspondi.no

2TTT ! V"
tae panel ,2 *- A eo" (13) is *the interior face of the former (18) e.g. with th. aid ofan adhesive. The opposed axial ends of the former <i8 , areclosed by disc-like compliant suspension members (59, e g20 of rubber or the ll,ce, each of which is formed with an- ~* is xormea with anannular corrugation (136) near to its periphery to form aroll surround similar to that used on conventional pistoniccone loudspeaker drive units. The peripheries of themembers (59, are secured to the axial ends of the coil

25 former («> e.g. by clamping, with the aid of an adhesive
or in any suitable fashion. The centre portions fl* ^WJ ou^««Ae rasnion. The centre portions of themembers (59), which centre portions are defined by theannular corrugations (136, carry between them a magnet
assembly comprising an opposed pair of magnets (iS)

30 sandwiching a pole piece
( i 4) . The outer faces of the

magnets (IS) are bonded or otherwise secured to the centre
portions of the members (59), whereby the -magnet assembly
(14,15) is located concentrically with respect to the coil
(13, and is capable of lifted axial movement relative

35 thereto. The magnet assembly is shielded by means of disc-
like screens (121, mounted on annular resilient members
(17) supported on the panel (2) to prevent or limit the
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stray magnet field surrounding the panel adjacent to the
transducer.

The transducer arrangement (9) of Figure lla. comprises
complementary push/pull drivers disposed on opposite sides
of the panel (2) to launch bending waves into a rigid
lightweight distributed mode radiator (2) comprising a core
(22) enclosed by opposed skins (21), to cause the panel to
resonate. Coils (13) are rigidly fixed, e.g. by means of an
adhesive, on the outside of a coil former (18) to form a
voice coil assembly which is rigidly bonded to the opposed
surface skin (21) of the radiator panel (2), e.g. by means
of an epoxy adhesive bond (16). Magnets (15) are enclosed
by pairs of poles (14), one of which is disc-like and is
disposed with its .periphery close to the interior of each
coil former (18), and the other of which has a peripheral
flange (162) arranged to surround the coil (13). a fixing
member (93) which is generally cylindrical in shape is
arranged to pass freely through an aperture (29) in the
panel (2). The fixing member (93) comprises opposed gen-
erally complementary parts each formed with a head (95)
which are clamped against the axial extremities of the
respective pair of transducers (9) to couple the drivers
together. The complementary parts of the fixing member
(93) are secured together by complementary screw-threaded

25 portions -(160, 161). The fixing member may be of any
suitable material e.g. plastics or metal. The transducer
arrangement (9) of Figure m is not rigidly clamped to the
panel (2) adjacent to the aperture (29) but is instead
coupled to the panel resilient pads (17) e.g. of foam

30 rubber positioned close to the panel aperture (29) in much
the same manner as is shown with reference to Figures 3 and
3 whereby the transducer works to launch bending waves into
the panel by inertial effects due to the combined mass of
the respective drivers.

The transducer (9) of Figure life is generally similar
to that of Figure lla. but is intended for attachment to
only one side of a panel (2). Thus the magnet assembly

20

35
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(14,15) is secured to the surface of the panel (2) by means
of a resilient suspension (17) e.g. of rubber, which is
attached to the peripheryV0f the flange (162) of the outer
pole pieces (14).. Figure u£ shown a transducer (9) of the
kind shown in Figure lib. and intended for easy application
to a panel surface. Thus the transducer (9) is mounted byway of the former (18) and resilient suspension (17, on athin substrate (147) formed with a self adhesive outer
layer whereby the transducer can be mounted in position

Accordingly, particular device aspects of this inv-
ention include an inertial vibration transducer comprising
a voice coil assembly has a tubular member and a coil
rigidly fixed to the tubular member, a magnet assembly
disposed concentrically within the voice coil, and resil-
ient means supporting the magnet assembly for axial move-
ment relative to the voice coil, the voice coil being
adapted to be rigidly mounted to a distributed mode
radiator: where the resilient means may comprise opposed
elastomeric members; the axial ends of the voice coil may
be closed by caps; and the resilient means may be mounted
on the caps; the coil may be mounted on the inner face of
the tubular member to form the voice coil assembly and/or
be adapted for reception in a correspondingly shaped cavity
in the radiator; the caps may comprise the resilient

25 means, say each comprise an annular compliant roll
surround; and magnetic shields may be disposed over the
caps to reduce stray magnetic fields. Further, the voice
coil assembly may be adapted to be rigidly fixed to a face
of the radiator and/or the magnet assembly may comprise
opposed generally disc-like pole pieces, the periphery of
one of which is disposed within and adjacent to the voice
coil assembly, the periphery of the other- <* which pole
Pieces being formed with a flange arranged to lie adjacent
to and to surround the voice coil assembly; and/or the
resilient member may be sandwiched between one of the pole
Pieces and a face of the radiator and/or the transducer may
comprise complementary magnet assemblies and voice coil

20

30

35
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assemblies on opposite faces of the radiator, and means
tying the magnet assemblies together for push-pull
operation. Another inventive aspect is a loudspeaker
comprising an i<aertial transducer as indicated and/or
described above, and a loudspeaker comprising a distributed
mode acoustic radiator and the transducer being coupled to
vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate.

Figure 13 shows a piezo-electric transducer (9) in
which a crystalline disc-like piezo bender (27) is mounted
at its centre on one end of a lightweight rigid cylindrical
block (93) of rigid foam plastics which is rigidly fixed in
an aperture (20) in a distributed mode radiator panel (2)

e.g. by means of an adhesive, the said one end of the block
(28) projecting from the face of the panel (2) so that the
periphery (31) of the bender (27) is freely suspended adja-
cent to a face of the panel (2). An annular ring (25) of
plastics, e.g. mineral loaded polyvinylchloride is rigidly
fixed to the periphery of the piezo bender (27) to add mass
to the free periphery of the piezo bender. Thus when the
transducer is energized with an acoustic signal, the piezo
bender (27) vibrates and due to its mass launches bending
waves into the panel (2) to cause the panel to resonate and
produce and radiate an acoustic output. The transducer (9)

may be covered by a domed housing (26) which is fixed to
the panel (2) to protect the transducer.

The piezo-electric transducer (9) of Figure 14 has a

disc-like piezo bender (27) fixedly mounted by its periph-
ery (31) on the surface of a panel (2) e.g. with the aid of
an adhesive, with the central portion of the bender (27)

freely suspended over a cavity (29) in the panel (2) such
that only the periphery (31) of the bender (27) is in

contact with the panel. A mass (25) e.g* -of plastics
material is attached to the centre of the bender (27) with
the interposition of a damping pad (30) of resilient
material, e.g. of an elastic polymer. Thus an acoustic
signal applied to the piezo bender will cause the bender to

vibrate and thus to launch bending waves into the panel.
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The drive effect of the transducer is enhanced by loading
the driver (27) with the mass (25) to increase its inertia.

The transducer arrangement (9) of Figure IS is similar
to that of Figure 14 except that in this embodiment a pair

5 of piezo benders (27) are attached on opposite sides of a
cavity (29) through a panel (2) to operate in push/pull
mode. In this arrangement, the centres of both benders
(27) are connected together by a common mass (25) with
resilient damping pads (30) positioned between each bender

10 (27) and the mass (25). Such transducers are relatively
simply in construction and are effective in use.

Accordingly, particular device aspect of this inv-
ention includes an inertial vibration transducer having a
plate-like piezoelectric bender and means adapted to mount

15 the bender on a member to be vibrated, the arrangement
being such that a substantial part of the bender is spaced
from the member for movement relative thereto; where a mass
may be secured to the said substantial part of the bender,
which may be of crystalline form, say disc-like; the raount-

20 ing means may be disposed centrally thereof; and the mass
may be secured to the periphery of the bender. Alternative-
ly the peripheral margin of the disc-like bender may be
fixed to the member, and the mass may be secured to the .

centre of the bender. A resilient member may be employed
25 to attach the mass to the bender; and benders as described

may be attached to opposite sides of the member to be
bending wave vibrated and coupled together by a common mass
to operate in push/pull mode. From another inventive
aspect, a loudspeaker has a distributed mode acoustic

30 radiator with a transducer as described above coupled to
vibrate/excite the radiator in bending wave mode.

Turning to Figures 16 and 17, Figure" 16 shows a
transducer (9) for exciting/launching bending waves in
rigid lightweight distributed mode radiator panel (2), as

35 shown in Figures 1 and 2, comprising a core (22) enclosed
by opposed skins (21), to cause the panel to resonate. The
transducer comprises a coil (13) rigidly fixed, e.g. by
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means of an adhesive, on the outside of a coil former (18)
which is rigidly bonded to a surface skin (21) of the rad-
iator panel (2), e.g. by'means of an epoxy adhesive bond
(16). A magnet- (15) is enclosed by a pair of poles (14),

5 one of which is disc-like and is disposed with its periph-
ery close to the interior of the coil former (18), and the
other of which has a peripheral flange (90) arranged to
surround the coil (13). The magnet assembly including the
magnet (15) and poles (14) is mounted on the panel (2) by

10 means of a fixing (93). e.g. of metal or hard plastics,
which passes through a cavity (29) extending through the
panel (2). The fixing (93) comprises a complementary pair
of threaded members (91,92) each having heads (95), one of
which heads bears against an outer face of the transducer

15 (9) and the other of which heads bear against a face of the
panel (2) on the side of the panel opposite to that on
which the transducer is mounted. A spacer (127) is trapped
between the transducer (9) and the panel (2) to spruce the
transducer from the panel. This transducer (9) operates by

20 locally resiliently bending the panel between the fixing
(93) and the former (18) when an acoustic signal is applied
to the transducer to launch/excite bending waves in the
panel to cause it to resonate.

The transducer arrangement (9) of Figure 17 is similar
25 to that described in Figure 16, except that the transducer

comprises complementary push/pull drivers of the kind shown
in Figure 16 disposed on opposite sides of the panel. A
fixing member (93) is arranged to pass through an aperture
(29) in the panel (2) to tie the two transducers together

30 and to the panel. The fixing member (93) comprises opposed
generally complementary parts each formed with a head (95)
which are clamped against the axial extremities of the res-
pective pair of transducers (9) to couple the drivers
together. The complementary parts of the fixing member

3 5 (93) are secured together by complementary screw-threaded
portions (94,96). The fixing member may be of any suitable
material e.g. plastics or metal. In this case, the trans-
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ducer device ,9, ls rlgldly e
mMnS of P— (»»). e.g. of hard pasties position Jetween the panel and the'-poles adjacent^ture ,„,. whereby the transducer worn to launch bendi"

pane! between the pads and tie coil former u„Accordingly, particular device aspects of this <„„entlon include a vibration transducer to vibrate , memLTsue. as induce bending wave action in a said member Zl-
0 of. having a face, wherein a voice coil assembly has a lit,rigidly fixed to a tubular member, the assembly being 2t

^ "T t0 ^ £iCe
°f ti6—« and by Imagnet assembly comprising opposed disc-like pole piecesthe per phery of one of which pole pieces is arranged t be

>
disposed with and adjacent to the voice coil asselfy an!the periphery of the other of which pole pieces is Lmel
list

a

;
U"°Undin9 ^pted to surround and to b!disposed adjacent to the voice coil assembly; and whereilthe magnet assembly is adapted to be secured at its centreto the said member to be vibrated; and/or the transducermay comprise fixing means to secure the magnet assembly Zthe member, and/or the fiy<„„ Y to

/or me fixing means may comprise a faste-ner adapted to engage in a cavitv in *.syxaa cavity in the member, and/or thefastener may comprise a spacer for spacing the peripheric

tio»\ '!

P"CeS
«» vibra-tion transducer may comprise complementary voice coil asse-mblies and magnet assemblies adapted for mounting on oppo-

«y by a fastener having heads at opposite ends and adapted

preferX "T^ """"^ »* Tr
III

C°mpriSln9
« <* mterengaging screw-threaded portions, and having spacer means adapted tordisposition adjacent to the fastener and adapted for s,Z

oiZ l ,
MSpecti« assemblies and theopposed faces of the said member. Another inventive aspectarises fro. a loudspeaker o, distributed mode acoustic
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radiator type hereof having a transducer as described abovecoupled to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate
Regarding Figures Iff to 21, Figure 18 shows a panel-form loudspeaker (81, generally similar to that of Figures

5 1
and 2 and in which the distributed mode panel (2) isformed with a generally rectangular aperture (82, within

its boundaries in which is mounted a second distributed
mode sound radiating panel (4, with a resilient suspension
(3) interposed between the respective panels. The panel

10 (4, is constructed in the same manner as the panel (2,e.g. with a central core (22, separating skins (21,. The
panel (4, is driven by it. own transducer (9, mounted
wholly and exclusively on or in the panel (4) at a predet-
ermined location to produce a high frequency acoustic

15 output, while the panel (2, is driven by a separate trans-
ducer (9) to produce an acoustic output of lower frequency
so that the loudspeaker can readily encompass the whole
acoustic spectrum.

Figure 19 illustrates how a distributed mode panel (2)
20 hereof, or example of the kind shown in Figures l and 2

can be driven to resonate by a pair (70,71, of transducers
(9). The smaller one of the transducers (70, is a high
frequency piezoelectric transducer, e.g. of the kind shown
in Figure 24; and the larger one of the transducers (71, is

25 of the electrodynamic kind, e.g. as shown in Figures 9 - 17
The transducers (70,71) are driven by an amplifier

(10, coupled in parallel to the respective transducers with
the interposition of a step-up transformer (72) and match-
ing resistance (73, in the line to the piezo transducer in

30 view of its relatively high voltage requirement. Figure 20
illustrates how a distributed mode panel (2) hereof, e.g
of the kind shown in Figures 1 and 2, can .be-driven by a
pair (70,74) of transducers (9,, the transducer (70) being
a high frequency piezo-electric transducer e.g. of the kind

35 shown in Figure 24 and the transducer (74, being a low
frequency piezo-electric transducer of the kind shown in
Figures 13 -15. Reference (75) indicates that the trans-
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ducer (74, is weighted with a mass to increase its inertia
The transducers (70,74) are driven by an amplifier (i 0 , to
which they are connected'in parallel, with resistors (78)
interposed to provide a frequency dividing network.

Figure 21 illustrates how a distributed mode panel (2)hereof, e.g. of the kind shown in Figures l and 2, can bedriven by a pair (68,69) of electrodynamic transducers
e.g. of the kinds shown in Figures 9 - 17. The transducer
(68) is intended as a high frequency driver and is thus of
low inductance, whereas the transducer (69) is intended as
a low frequency driver and is of high inductance. The
transducers (68,69) are driven in parallel by an amplifier
(10) with a capacitor (77, in the line to the transducer
(68) to act as a frequency divider to pass most of the high

15 frequency signal to the transducer (68,.
Particular inventive device aspects include a panel-

form loudspeaker having a distributed mode acoustic radia-
tor and a first transducer coupled to the radiator to
excite distributed mode resonance in the radiator, and
having a second transducer coupled to vibrate the radiator-
where the first and second transducers may be adapted to
operate in different frequency ranges; where one of the
transducers may be of electromagnetic type and/or one of
the transducers be of piezoelectric type; the panel-form

25 loudspeaker may have a second distributed mode acoustic
radiator mounted on or in the first said radiator, and
resilient suspension coupling between the first and second
radiators, the first transducer being mounted wholly and
exclusively on the first radiator and the second transducer

30 being wholly and exclusively mounted on the second radia-
tor and/or the second radiator mounted in an aperture in
the first radiator. _

Figure 22 shows a distributed mode panel (2) . hereof,
say as for Figures 1 and 2, intended for use both as a

35 loudspeaker and as a sound receiver or microphone, e.g. for
use in an interactive environment. Although not shown in
Figure 22, the panel (2, is mounted in a surrounding frame

20
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(1) and is attached to the frame via. a resilient suspension
(3) in the manner shown in Figures l and 2. The frame is
suspended on a pair of wires (33), e.g. from a ceiling or
on a floor standing frame (not shown) . The panel is driven
to resonate and produce an acoustic output by a transducer
(9) which in turn is connected to and driven by an ampli-
fier (10).

The panel also carries a pair of vibration sensing
transducers (63), which may be piezo-electric benders as
illustrated earlier, and are coupled in parallel to drive
a signal receiver and conditioner (6S) connected to an
output (66). Another vibration transducer (63) on the
panel (2), e.g. as earlier discussed, is coupled to drive
a filter/correlator the output from which is fed to the
signal receiver and conditioner (65), to provide signal
correction. Such simple loudspeaker/microphone has wide
scope for industrial application, e.g. for use in an inter-
active environment.

Accordingly, a particular device aspect of this inv-
ention arises as a panel-form loudspeaker having a distrib-
uted mode acoustic radiator and a transducer coupled to
vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate, wherein a
second transducer is coupled to the radiator to produce a
signal in response to resonance of the radiator due to
incident acoustic energy; preferably with the distributed
mode acoustic radiator mounted in a surrounding frame by
means^of an interposed resilient suspension, and/or having
at least two said second transducers at spaced locations on
the radiator, and/or having a further transducer and means
for comparing the signal generated by the or each said
second transducer with that of those generated by the said
second transducer ( s ) , for which suitable comparison means
may comprise a signal receiver and conditioner and signal
output means.

Regarding microphones, particularly in introduction to
Figure 23, a distributed mode panel member generally as
above and described for Figures 1 and 2 is a good receiver
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of sound which appears as acoustic vibration over thepane A preferably lightweight panel structure aidssensitivity, and the vision may be sensed by one"Lpreferably MM slnple bendlng transduoe
«

5 Piezoelectric type as described earlier. A plurality oftransducers and transducer placement positions optimisesthe quality of coupling from the distributed panel vioraf

tv: t desired eiectricai
°utp" "aiei:tshould be in positions of high modal density, preferably

.
variantly for each of piural transducers, inward o, "epanel while the panel itself should have the preferentialactual or equivalent geometry for good modal

sound energy incident on the panel is converted intofree mode bending wave vibration, which may be sensed byoptical or electrodynamic vibration transducers, and theresult ls a microphone. Per non-critical applications asingle sensor is effective, placed at a single preferred oropt mum transducer location. Per higher quality, the non-reciprocal nature of the free air/bending wave in panel

^:
r

inT
nsduction principie °°™d >™— * *taken into account. Two pertinent factors arise; firstlyproviding some frequency-dependent equalisation to reach aflat frequency response; and secondly, looking to capturea broader, preferably as broad as possible, sampling of thecomplex vibrations of the acoustic panel. At least threetransducers is preferred, and they can be inexpensive piezo-electric benders with their outputs connected in parallel

Alternatively, larger area polymer piezoelectric films may

to d\

P

fi» ;h

Say

<,T
th SUitaWe 9BO,netriC Pi<*U> ^ternm,

ont! ! I
°n l0te'r"i0n *« the required

optimisation of sensitivity versus frequency response.
Por microphone applications it is advantageous for thepanel to be light, preferably as light as feasible, to pro-vide best available match between the radiation impedanceOf the air and consequent bending wave vibration in the

IZlr' T" °r hl9le5t " «-ieved withlower or lowest mass per unit volume of panels. Por a
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single transducer, calculations for the theoretical model
indicates an optimal arrangement including at least one
sensing transducer location at a panel corner since all
vibrational modes are 'voiced' at the corners (though not
well driven/excited for a loudspeaker device hereof)

*

Pigure 23 illustrates a distributed mode panel (2) as
a said member hereof, generally as for Figures l and 2 as
intended for use as a sound receiver or microphone will be
mounted in a surrounding frame' <i> and attached to the
frame yla a resilient suspension (3) omitted in Figure 23
but see Figures 1 and 2. The frame is suspended on a pair
of wires (33), e.g. from a ceiling or a floor-standing
frame (not shown). The panel is shown carrying an array of
four vibration transducers (63) spaced over the panel and
which may be piezo-electric transducers of the kind shown
in Figure 24 below which are coupled in parallel to drive
a signal receiver and conditioner (65) connected to an
output (66). Full-line transducer locations are diagram-
matic, and actual locations can correspond, as to centring
of the transducer, with different combinations of the above
indicated 3/7, 4/9, 5/13 corner-related, side-length propo-
rtion coordinates, which, as noted in Figure 3, are topogr-
aphically very close together, especially for 3/7 and 4/9
and shown collectively as single outlines, perhaps even
being reasonably considered as effectively a single "sweet
spot- for a small panel member hereof, though accurate
centring according to those coordinates is especially
effective for loudspeaker embodiments as noted above.

Figure 24 shows a transducer (9) for a distributed
30 mode panel (2) in crystalline disc-like piezoelectric

bender form (27) mounted on a disc (118), e.g. of brass
which is bonded to a face of the panel e.g. by an
adhesive bond (20). m operation an acoustic signal
applied to the transducer (9) ^ leads (28) will cause the
piezo disc (27) to bend and thus locally resiliency deform
the panel (2) to launch bending waves into the panel.

Particular device aspects of this invention include a

20

25

35
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15

panel-form microphone comprising a distributed mode acou-stic member and at least one transducer each coupled whollyand exclusively to the member to produce a signal in resplonse to resonance of the member due to incident acoustLenergy; the member preferably being mounted in a surr-ounding frame by means of an interposed 'resilient supportand/or there being at least two said transducers at spacedlocations on the member, and/or a further transducer on themember to produce a signal in response to resonance of themember due to incident acoustic energy, and/or mean's forcomparing, the signal generated by the said further trans-ducer with that of those generated by the said trans-ducer^,. Suitable comparison means may comprise a signal
recover and conditioner and signal output means, thedistributed mode acoustic member may be a stiff lightweightpanel having a cellular core sandwiched between skins, Lthe or each transducer may be a piezo-electric device

Fi*ure 25 shows * filing tile (36) of the kind adap-ted to be supported in a grid-like suspended frame (99, toform a suspended ceiling, but which is formed as a loud-speaker (81,, generally of the kind shown in Figures 1 and
2, that is to say comprising a stiff, lightweight multi-mode resonating panel (2) having a core (22, enclosed byskins (21, on both sides. The panel (2, is mounted at itsperiphery ™ a resilient suspension (3, of foam rubber
whxch is supported on the frame (99,. The suspension (3,may be attached to either the panel (2, or to the frame
(99) by means of an adhesive hut- fhoaAve

' DUX
> tn® connection may be bygravity alone. The panel ,2, carries a transducer (9,e.g. of the kind shown in Figures 7 to 12. to launch benl

ding waves into the panel to cause it to resonate toproduce an acoustic output.
in a preferred example of good quality, 'the panel (2,is made as an expanded polystyrene foam core of typically

100g/m3 density, 8mm thick, skinned with hardened aluminiumalloy skins of 0.1mm. A soft foam or felt strip, some 3mmthxck xs fixed to the perimeter to provide a partially
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compliant mounting when placed in the ceiling frames and
also helps to suppress any possible vibration in ceiling
framing sections.

A preferred* form of excitations is a unitary moving
5 coil inertial transducer with a 25mm or 38mm voice coil, 6

ohms impedance, 40 watt power handling, with the coil
bonded directly to the panel surface. A compact cup type
magnet system enclosed and self sealing may also be bonded
directly to the panel vi& a resilient decoupling ring

10 chosen for its vibro-mechanical properties and dimensional
stability.

Depending on application, a low cost form ceiling tile
can be made with a plastics foam cored paper faced board
material, which may have a" light alloy foil layer for fire

15 retardancy, driven by low cost piezo vibration exciters.
Reduced maximum sound levels are obtained, still more than
sufficient for personnel announcements, voice overs and
background music distribution. The wide area coverage is

maintained.

20 Whe?n metallic or carbon conductive skins or cores are
employed the speaker may be earth bonded or grounded to
maintain EMC screening of an installed structure.

Accordingly, a particular device aspect of this inv-
ention arises as a ceiling tile for a suspended ceiling and

25 incorporating a loudspeaker, the tile being in the form of

a distributed mode acoustic radiator, and a transducer
being, mounted wholly and exclusively on the radiator to
vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate, preferably
with a resilient suspension the periphery of the radiator

30 and by which the radiator is supported in the suspended
ceiling, and/or the radiator being a stiff lightweight
panel comprising a cellular core sandwiched by kigh modulus
skins.

The essence of the aforesaid partial cutting/inner
35 framing feature could be applied analogously to such as

polystyrene foam ceiling tiles , say as rearward ribbing
defining desired operative area within which preferential
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transducer location can be applied.
Such a ceiling tile loudspeaker does not require a

frame, chassis, or acoustic baffle. The entire speaker
panel is unitary and may be placed in position just like a
passive decorative ceiling tile. The acoustic panel is
relatively lightweight, reducing ceiling loadings and
aiding installation. it may readily be made fire resis-
tant. It can be decorated, painted or papered to render it
invisible in a ceiling installation without significant
acoustic impairment. Minor damage does not impair the
performance as compared with diaphragm- of cone-type
speakers which are very fragile. Also important is the
great advantage in sound distribution given by the acoustic
panel speaker. Its combination of high intelligibility and
wide angle coverage means that in a typical large area ins-
tallation superior acoustic performance may be achieved
with around half the number of conventional installed loud-
speakers, with a great saving in installed cost.

Pigure 27 shows a visual display unit (137), e.g a
computer monitor or the like, having a screen ( 37 ) formed
in any desired fashion, e.g. as a cathode ray tube or as a
liquid crystal display. The unit (137) comprises a box-
like housing (101) having opposed sides (102) each of which
is formed to incorporate a multi-mode acoustic radiator (2)
generally -similar to that described above with reference to
Figures 1 and 2 to form loudspeaker (81).

The housing (101) is moulded from plastics and the
opposed sides (102) are moulded with generally rectangular
relatively thin rectangular areas, in comparison to the
general thickness of the housing, bounded by grooves (100)
to define the radiators (2). These areas (2) are stiffened
on their inner faces with a lightweight core^ r22) which is
backed by an inner skin (21) to form a rigid lightweight
multi-mode radiator panel (2) of the kind described above

35 e.g. with reference to Figures 1 and 2. The grooves
effectively define a resilient suspension (3) of the kind
shown in Figures 1 and 2 and the surrounding housing (101)

25

30
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forms the frame (1). A transducer (9) is, in accordance
with teachings hereof, attached to each panel (2) to
launch/excite bending waves into the panels to cause them
to resonate to produce an acoustic output.

5 Particular device aspects of this invention include a
visual display unit comprising a display screen and a
housing in which the display screen is mounted, wherein the
housing carries a loudspeaker comprising a distributed mode
acoustic radiator and transducer means mounted wholly and

.0 exclusively on the radiator to vibrate the radiator to
cause it to resonate, preferably with the radiator being
integral with the housing, e.g. an external wall thereof,
and/or the radiator comprising a stiff light-weight panel
having a cellular core sandwiched by skin layers, one of

5 which skin layers can be integral with the housing, and/or
said one skin layer being thinner than the average wall
thickness of the housing, and/or the external wall of the
housing being formed with a groove which surrounds the
radiator and which can further usefully afford a resilient
suspension in coupling the loudspeaker to the housing.

Figures 29 and 30 show a lap-top personal computer
(128) having a keyboard (137) and a member (130) incorp-
orating a visual display screen (129) and which member is
provided with an opposed pair of loudspeakers (39,40)
attached to the visual display member (130) to adapt the
computer for multi-media applications and the like. The
loudspeakers (39,40) are formed as thin rectangular panels
hereof which as indicated at (39) and by arrow 'A' may be
slid from the position of use indicated in the drawing into
a storage position in the member (130) through a slot (82).
Alternatively, as indicated at (40) and by arrow 'B' the
loudspeaker panel may be folded about hinge* (-34) from the
position of use indicated in the drawing to a storage
position in which the panel (40) overlies the screen member
(130) .

Each of the loudspeakers (39,40) hereof is formed as
a lightweight multi-mode acoustic radiator of the kind
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described above with reference to Figures 1 and 2. Thuseach loudspeaker (39,40, comprises a stiff lightweight
panel (2) having a cellular core (22) skinned on both sides
with surface sheets (21), the panel (2) being supported at

5 its periphery on a resilient suspension (3) of an elasto-
meric material which in turn is supported in a lightweight
surrounding frame (1), e.g. of plastics. A transducer (9,is mounted on each panel (39,40) at a predetermined posi-
tion as discussed above to launch/excite bending waves in

10 the panel (2) to produce an acoustic output. The trans-
'

ducer (9) may be as illustrated herein. A decorative
lightweight cover (not shown) may be positioned over the
panel (2, surround (3) and frame (1, to obscure the
loudspeaker.

15 Particular device aspects of this invention include alap-top computer comprising a combined keyboard and display
screen, characterised by an opposed pair of loudspeakers
attached to the computer, and in that each loudspeaker
comprises a distributed mode acoustic radiator having a

0 transducer wholly and exclusively mounted thereon to
vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate. The loud-
speakers may be mounted to the display screen. The loud-
speakers may be hinged on the display screen.

The display screen may comprise a housing and the
5 loudspeakers may each be housed in a slot in the display

screen housing for sliding movement between a stored
position, in which the loudspeakers are substantially
wholly housed in the slot, and a use position in which the
loudspeakers are positioned on opposite sides of the

) display screen.

Each radiator may comprise a stiff lightweight panel
having a cellular core sandwiched by opposed: high modulus
skin layers, and the panel may be supported in a
surrounding frame by means of a resilient suspension

Figures 31 to 35 show a portable personal compact disc
Player (41, of the kind having a body (85) formed with a
slot (82) through which discs are loaded into, and removed
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from the player and control buttons (137, by which the
Player is operated. The player (41, is provided with anopposed pair of loudspeakers (81, m the form of thinpanel-form members (40) hinged to opposite sides of thePlayer (41) to sandwich the player. The loudspeakers *( 40,are sized to be co-extensive with the player and arearranged to be hinged from the closed position shown inFigure 31 to the extended position shown in Figure 4 as

TsTQlVy Tow
'
c '- In the extended POSiti°*' the >ody

(85.) of the player (41, tends to act as a central baffle
separating the loudspeakers (40, to improve channel
separation.

Each of the panel-form loudspeakers (40, is a distrib-
uted mode acoustic radiator hereof, generally and/or as in

LS Figures 1 and 2. Thus each loudspeaker comprises a rigid
lightweight panel (2) formed from a cellular core (22,
enclosed by skin layers (21, , the panel being mounted in a
surrounding resilient suspension (3), e.g. of foam rubber
which in turn is mounted in a lightweight rectangular frame
(1) e.g. of plastics. A transducer (9,, e.g. of the kind
described with reference to Figure 24 is mounted on each
panel (2) to launch/excite bending waves in the panel to
cause the panel to resonate and produce an acoustic output
The transducers (9) are positioned on the respective panels
(2, in predetermined locations as set out above

Pigures 34 and 35 illustrate a portable compact disc
player (41, of the kind comprising a body (85, carrying a
turntable (86,, operating buttons (137, and a lid (139)
hinged as shown by arrow < D ' to close over the turntable.
The player (41) is provided with an opposed pair of loud-
speakers (81) in the form of thin panel-form members which
as shown at (40) may be hinged to the sKies- of the lid
(139, to be movable as indicated by arrow 'E' from a closed
position (not shown, to the extended position shown. Alt-
ernatively as shown at (39, the panel-form loudspeakers
(81) may be housed in a slot (not shown, in the lid (139,
and slid as indicated by arrow 'F' between extended and
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retract d posi ns £ach of ^^^^
(39. 40, x. a distributed mode acoustic radiator hereofT^^T^ co"prises a rl*id ^t^i
2, forced fro* a cellular core (22, enclosed by ski»

5 layers (21,, the panel being mounted in a surround,resilient suspension (3) e G „f *
* Grounding

.

,J '' e -9- of foam rubber, which inturn is mounted in a lightweight- ,J-igntweight rectangular frame (1) e aof plastics. A transducer
( 9) e a 0f t-h« v< „.

e
• y • oi the kind describedwith reference to Figure 24 is mounted on each panel (2 to1. aunch/excite bending waves in the panel to cauL

o resonate ana produce an acoustic output. The transducer
. (9, are positioned on tne respective panels ,2, i„ accor-dance with teaching hereof

accor-

Particular device aspects +h4 « <„„.,„ aspects of this Invention include aP°rt
f

18 «-«»ct-dl.e Player having an opposed pair orpanel-form loudspeakers attached to the plaver eachoudspeaker being of distributed mode acousti/ radi tortype hereof having a transducer counted wholly andexclusively thereon to vibrate the radiator to cause it To
0 resonate. The portable compact-disc player may comprise abody portion having a turntable and a lid adapted tfcloseover he turntable, the loudspeakers being mounted ol ZUd say hinged on/to the lid. Alternatively, the loud-speakers may each be housed in a slot in the lid for sUd-
5 ng movement between a stored position, in which the loud-speakers are substantially wholly housed in the slot and

oZir "°" ^ W"1Ch —«- «e position d onopposite sides of the lid.

0 vehicr
Pi9UrSS ^ 3 Cabin (102) of * Passenger

"V' 9
'
anair«aft

' carriage, motor coach or
°f PaSS6nger S6atS (103> lnt° the backs

(203, of which are incorporated loudspeakers ^(81) . As isconventional the seat backs <20ii a r-a e >,oacJCS (2°3, are shells moulded froma suitable plastics material i c
,

«ateriai. As shown more particularly

at Z ^ ,2°3
'
°f «• —t. ,103^

areas T "^"ively thinareas (2, bounded by grooves (loo). These areas (2) are
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stiffened on their inner faces with a lightweight cellular
core (22) which is backed by an inner slcin (21) to form a

rigid lightweight multi-raotte radiator panel (2) of the kind
to which this invention generally and Figures 1 and 2

5 particularly relate. The grooves (100) effectively define
a resilient suspension (3) and the surrounding seat backs
(203) form the frame (1). A transducer (9), e.g. of the
kind described in detail herein, is attached to each panel

(2) to launch or excite bending waves in the panels to

10 cause them to resonate to produce an acoustic output.
Figure 38 illustrates a conventional domestic automo-

bile door (140) in which a conventional cone-type pistonic
loudspeaker drive unit (42) is mounted in a pocket (141) in

a moulded or pressed door lining (104). The normal conse-
15 quence of this is that the sound radiated by the drive unit

(42) is directed towards the feet of the occupant(s) of the

automobile, matters being made worse by directional charac-
teristics of conventional loudspeaker drivers.

In Figure 39 an automobile door (140) has a door
20 lining (104) having a pocket (141) incorporating a loud-

speaker (81) hereof. As usual, the door lining (104) is

moulded or pressed from plastics or fibreboard. The lining

is formed with a generally rectangular thin area (2)

bounded by a groove (100). The area (2) is stiffened on

25 its inner ~face with a lightweight cellular core (22) which
is backed by an inner skin (21) to form a rigid lightweight

multi-mode radiator panel (2) of the kind described above

with reference to Figures 1 and 2. The groove effectively

defines a resilient suspension (3) and the surrounding

30 lining (104) forms the frame (1). A transducer (9) e.g. of

the kind described in detail for Figure 24, is attached to

the panel (2) to launch/excite bending wa\tes-in the panel

to cause it to resonate to produce an acoustic output. The

wide dispersion of sound produced by a loudspeaker hereof

35 will provide an improved sound field for the occupants of

the vehicle, with much reduced local 'hot' spots.

Figures 41 and 42 show an automobile (106) with loud-
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speakers in a parcel shelf (10S) towards the
the automobile. lt WU1 be noted th„ the
divided longitudinally by means o, a structural rib ,43into two areas - to produce a stereo pair of loudspeakers
(81). Otherwise, the configuration of the loudspeaker isas shown in Figures 39 and 40.

Accordingly, a particular device aspect of this inv-

TT *!
4 "",iCle haVla9

* =°»Partm.ntwith a loudspeaker of distributed mode acoustic radiator
type hereof with a transducer mounted wholly and. exclus-
ively on the radiator to vibrate/excite the radiator andcause it to resonate. The radiator may b. integral with apassenger seat in the vehicle or with a door into the pass-enger compartment. The radiator may be Integral with theinterior of the passenger compartment. Th. vehicle maycomprise a plastics moulded component in or forming part ofthe passenger compartment, and the radiator may be integral

r M ? "npOMOt
-

Th« ""«or «y comprise a stifflightweight panel having cellular core sandwiched between

It
*"* WhSrein

°ne °f the *>"" 15 lnt^«l »ithth. moulded component. The said one skin may b. thin incomparison to the average wall thickness of the component.
Th, said one skin may be surrounded by a groove in thecomponent, the groove defining a resilient surround for theradiator. • m another aspect, a vehicle component comprises
a loudspeaker having a distributed mod. acoustic radiatorand a transduc.r mounted wholiy and exclusively on theradiator to vibrate th. radiator to cause it to r.sonat..

Figures 43, 44 and 45 iUustrat. an electronic key-board musical instrument tin\ * « » 4

m»,
-rumeni: (137,, e.g. a piano, comprising abody (138, supported on ground engaging legs (139). Thebody (138, is formed with a keyboard (I40r5y which the

instrument is played, m conventional fashion the instr-
ument is provided with a signal generator connected to thekeys and with a signal amplifier driving a loudspeaker,
which is a distributed mode acoustic radiator (81, hereof
see Figures 1 and 2, incorporating a stiff lightweight
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rectangular panel (2) mounted by its periphery in a frame
(1) with an interposed resilient suspension (3) and driven
by a transducer (9), all a* described above with reference
to Figures 1 and- 2. As shown, the loudspeaker (81) forms

5 the base of the body (138). Figure 46 illustrates an
electronic keyboard musical instrument, (13 7) quite similar
to that of Figures 4 3 to 45 having a body (138) having a
keyboard (140). The body is supported on front legs (141)
and is provided with a panel-form loudspeaker (81) as a

10 back support of the instrument.

The loudspeaker (81) comprises a rigid lightweight
distributed mode acoustic radiator panel (2) mounted by its
periphery in a surrounding resilient suspension (3) e.g. of
foam rubber, the suspension being supported in a baffle-

15 like frame (6), e.g. of medium density fibreboard. A
transducer (9), is attached to the panel (2) to launch
bending waves into the panel to cause the panel to resonate
to produce an acoustic output. The arrangement is thus of
the kind shown in Figures 1 and 2. The transducer (9) will

20 be driven by an amplifier (not shown) which is connected to

receive signals produced by depression of the keys of the

keyboard, in generally conventional fashion.

Particular device aspects of this invention include an

electronic musical instrument having a keyboard, with a

25 loudspeaker comprising a distributed mode acoustic radiator
and a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively on the

radiator to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate,
the radiator being generally as herein, e.g. as a stiff

lightweight panel having a cellular core sandwiched by a

30 pair of high modulus skins, a frame surrounding the panel

and a resilient suspension supporting the panel on the

frame. The electrical musical instrument, may have legs

supporting the instrument above the ground and the radiator
may be provided at the base of the instrument. The

35 loudspeaker may be positioned with the radiator
substantially vertical. The loudspeaker may form a ground
support for the instrument.
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Figure 47 illustrates a vending machine (108) e g adrinks dispenser incorporating a loudspeaker (81, whereby
the loudspeaker forms pari- of the front face (109) of thevending machine.. The loudspeaker (81) is arranged to prov-

i ide audio information as to the dispensable contents of themachine and/or the manner it is to be operated. The front
(109) of the machine carries the normal coin or the likefreed mechanism (143, , product selector panel (137, and
dispenser outlet (142). The loudspeaker (81, comprises a
rectangular lightweight rigid distributed mode' radiator
panel (2) comprising a cellular core (22, having skin
layers (21, on both faces, the panel being supported around
its periphery on a resilient suspension (3,, e.g. of foam
rubber. The suspension is mounted in a rectangular frame
(1, mounted in the front face (109) of the machine (108)Thus the loudspeaker is of the kind described in Figures 'l

and 2. Visual information, e.g. in the form of graphics
and text, may be applied to the panel (2) as desired. The
panel (2) carries a transducer (9) hereof to excite bend-
ing wave vibration as resonation to produce an acoustic
output. The machine will incorporate the required signal
generator to produce the necessary messages and amplifier
means (not shown) for driving the transducer (9). if des-
ired the device can be made to be proactive by arranging
that the distributed mode panel (2) is capable of use both
as a loudspeaker and as a sound receiver or microphone, as
shown in Figure 49,

The panel is shown driven into excitation a piezo-
electric transducer (9) as shown in Figure 24, which in
turn is connected to and driven by an amplifier (10) . The
panel also carries a pair of vibration transducers (63,which also be piezo-electric much as in the -.same Figure 24
which are coupled in parallel to drive a signal receiver
and conditioner (65, connected to an output (66). Another
vibration transducer (63, on the panel (2,, e.g. of the
kind shown in Figure 6 is coupled to drive a filter/
correlator the output from which is. fed to the signal
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receiver/conditioner (65), to provide signal correction.
At least one of the transducers is configured such that
verbal instructions can be given to the vending machine.

Particular device aspects of this invention include a
vending machines incorporating active acoustic devices
hereof, e.g. in the form of loudspeakers for the purpose of
providing information concerning the manner of operation of
the machine or its contents, wherein a vending machine may
comprise a store of articles or product to be dispensed,
user-operated means for selecting the article or product to
be dispensed, means, e.g. a coin freed mechanism authoris-
ing dispensing, its loudspeaker hereof allowing voice
communication, conveniently along with a visual display
panel afforded by the radiator, say as a stiff lightweight

15 panel having a cellular core sandwiched between a pair of
skins, the panel being surrounded by a frame and mounted in
the frame by means of a resilient suspension. Such vending
machine may comprise a body and the frame may be attached
to or formed by the body; and may have a second transducer

20 coupled to the radiator to produce a signal in response to
resonance of the radiator due to incident acoustic energy.
Preferably, at least two said second transducers are
provided, at spaced locations on the radiator. A further
transducer may be provided on the radiator to produce a

25 signal in- response to resonance of the radiator to due to
incident acoustic energy, and means may be provided for
comparing/conditioning the signal generated by the said
further transducer with that of those generated by the said
second transducer ( s )

.

30 As introduction to Figures 50 to 52, the acoustic
panel technology of Figures l and 2 and generally hereof
can be applied to the design of normal „ board material
commonly used for notices and display advertising, the
normal processing of these boards e.g. lamination, screen

3 5 printing or spray painting, being unhindered. The board
itself may thus be specified, dimensioned and electro-
dynamically driven to operate as a wide coverage acoustic
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radiating panel a flat loudspeaker. As such, a moderate
audience of up to 10 persons for a small 0.56m square metrepanel or 30-50 persons for a 0.7 to 1.2 square metre sizemay be served at natural volume levels with highly artic-

5 ulate reproduction of speech and also background music orrelevant sound effects, as required. Due to the naturally
dispersed acoustic radiation properties of the panel thedistorting effects of local boundary reflections' are
minimised. A substantial physical obstruction of a prop-

10 ortion of the acoustic panel does not significantly impair
the sound distribution.

Lower levels of sound and of electrical input powerare required for a given level of articulation/intelligib-
ility, in a preferred form the acoustic panel comprises alow cost structure of paper honeycomb or foam core 3 to 6mmthick bonded to reinforcing paper, plastic film or plastic
film coated paper skins of 0.08 to 0.3mm thickness. The
preferred drive for an inexpensive design using a flat sur-
face or even embedded transducer, is piezoelectric, opera-
ted in bending or mass loaded, vibration coupled forms.
These transducers have a naturally rising acoustic output
with frequency which is predictably and optimally adjusted
to a flat response by a combination of series resistive
drive to the capacitance load of the transducer, and also

"

by mass loading of the piezo element (for a given mass the
acceleration is inversely proportional to frequency) and

the detailed specification of the mechanical properties
of the board. By control of the fibrous loss factor in the
skins, the visco-elastic properties of the adhesive bonding
the skin to core, and the piezo element to the skin by
applied surface laminates, including the backing for the
displayed image or text, and the bulk properties of the
core in shear and compression, the desired frequency
response may be achieved.

Where higher sound levels and larger panels are conc-
erned, alloy or part alloy skins will provide good energy
coverage over the panel, with a proportionally lower loss

20

25

30
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factor which appropriately matched to a higher power moving
coil type of transducer. The latter has a flat region of
frequency response. Where a flat, uninterrupted surface is
required on both -sides of the panel, the transducer may be
of the embedded type concealed within, if magnetic screen-
ing is required for the latter, thin 0.5mm mild steel foils
may be included under the skin surface over the transducer
area. A small gain in efficiency will also result due to
improved flux linkage.

Small, low cost examples of the notice board will not
require specific framing or specified damping. If of the
desk or counter top form, sufficient damping is provided by
the simple contact of the lower edge of the acoustic panel
with the surface it is placed on. The device would have a
photo frame type of back rest, effective even if fabricated
in light card. Certain classes of stiff foamed plastic,
e.g. unplasticised PVC, have appropriate bulk properties
either self skinning or unskinned, to operate within the
acoustic panel theory range. These can be used directly as
acoustic panels of this type without additional stiffening
skins.

Figures 50 to 52 illustrate a noticeboard, advertising
display board or the like (48) incorporating loudspeaker
technology hereof, and as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Thus,
a loudspeaker (81) incorporating a rigid lightweight dist-
ributed mode acoustic radiator panel (2) of the kind shown
in Figures 1 and 2 has graphic information, e.g. text and/
or pictures of any desired kind printed on the panel (2).
The graphic information can then be supplemented by an
audio message yia. the loudspeaker to reinforce the message.
As shown in Figure 50 the loudspeaker/display board (48) is
mounted on a stand (23) in the form of an easel.. Alternat-
ively the loudspeaker/display board may be suspended on
wire (33) as shown in Figure 51. Alternatively the notice-
board may be supported in any other desired manner. As
shown in Figure 52, the frame (1) may incorporate a return
lip (41) to conceal the resilient suspension (3) which is
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15

attached between the rear face thereof and the peripheral
margin of the panel (2). A suitable transducer is asshown in Figure 24, i. e />of piezoelectric bender-on-disc
type

.

Particular device aspects of this invention include
visual display apparatus comprising a notice or the Uk.board in the form of a distributed mode acoustic radiator
having a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively thereon
to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate, .thus be a
loudspeaker which can be used to reinforce the visual
information displayed thereon: where the radiator may
comprise a stiff light-weight panel having a cellular core
sandwiched between skin layers, a surrounding frame and aresilient suspension mounting the panel in the frame- theframe may have a return lip concealing the suspension; theskxns may be of or may comprise paper and the core maycomprise paper honeycomb; and the transducer may be apiezo electric bender.

Figure 53 illustrates packaging incorporating -the
loud-speaker technology hereof. The packaging is shown inthe form of a box (111) having a hinged lid (139), the boxor at least part of it being raade from a composite compr-
ising a core of foamed plastics sandwiched between sheets

25 11 l
oard to form a panel as shown in Fi*U" 2

<
«*

25 that the box comprises a rigid, lightweight distributed
mode acoustic radiator as described with reference to
Figures 1 and 2. The rear panel (140, of the box is shown
used to form a distributed mode radiator loudspeaker (81,although any one of the panels making up the sides of the

30 box would be appropriate if suitably constructed. An
alternative placement for the transducer (9, is shown indotted lines.

A piezoelectric transducer (9) can be as shown in more
detail in Figure 24, and is illustrated attached to the

35 inner face of the rear panel (140, of the box and is driven
by a sound generator/amplifier/ battery unit (ii 2 , also
mounted on the rear panel. The unit (112) is controlled by

20
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a switch formed integrally with a hinge (53, by which thelid (139, is secured to the box, whereby the sound gene-rator is activated when the lid is lifted, m this arran-gement the edge- termination of the panel (2) is formed by
5 the corners of the box so that no additional frame m orsuspension (3, of the kind shown in Figures 1 and 2 isrequired. it will be appreciated that the packaging neednot be of the shape show* in the drawing, and could, forexample, be shaped according to the requirements of the

10 contents. Thus the packaging might be shaped to enclose acompact disc or the like and may be arranged to preview thecontents of the compact disc or to provide other inform-
ation relating thereto.

Particular device aspects of this invention include
15 packaging comprising a board component comprising a distr-

ibuted mode acoustic radiator having a transducer mounted
wholly and exclusively on the radiator to vibrate theradiator to cause it to resonate; where the board may be
• Panel having a cellular core sandwiched between skin
layers, typically a core of foamed plastics sandwiched
between sheets of Kraft board; the transducer may be a
piezo-electric bender, and the board may form one side of
a box, which may have a lid; and means may be associated
with the lid for triggering actuation of the transducer on

25 movement pf the lid relative to the box. The packaging may
further comprise a signal generator, an amplifier and an
electric battery.

20

30

35

Figure 54 shows a greetings or similar card (44) inc-
orporating loudspeaker technology, hereof. The card is in
the form of a folded member having a front leaf (145, and
a rear leaf (146,. At least the rear leaf (146) is made
from a composite board consisting of a core -(22, of foam
plastics sandwiched by skins of Kraft board (21) to form a
rxgid lightweight distributed mode acoustic radiator panel
(2, of the kind described in Figures 1 and 2. Such comp-
osite boards are known under the trade name KAPPABOARD it
has been found that a panel shaped according to the Euro-
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pean standard '
A

'
series is suitable, a transducer

.
(9 , asshown in Figure 24 is attached to the rear leaf (146) to

vibrate the panel (2, to cause it to resonate to produce an
acoustic output.. The transducer (9) is driven by a signal
generator/amplifier/battery unit (112) which is actuated by
a switch (53) concealed in the fold of the card so as to
activate the signal generator when the card is opened itwill be noted that in this arrangement, no frame (i> or
surround (3) is required. Sufficient damping of the card
is provided either by the material from which the card is
constructed and/or by holding the card or standing it on a
surface

.

Particular device aspects pf this invention include a
greetings or the like card having or comprising a board
forming at least part of the card, the board being a distr-
ibuted mode acoustic radiator having a transducer, prefer-
ably of piezo-electric bender type say a crystalline disc
mounted wholly and exclusively on the radiator to vibrate
the radiator to cause it to resonate, the board preferably
being a panel having a cellular core sandwiched between
skin layers, say a core of foamed plastics sandwiched
between sheets of Kraft board. Such board may form a leaf
of the card, which may have a pair of leaves, preferably
with associated means for triggering actuation of the
radxator on movement of one leaf relative to the other
leaf; and a greetings or the like card may comprise a
signal generator, an amplifier and an electric battery on
a leaf of the card.

Figure 55 shows a multi-media audio-visual system
comprising a moving picture projector (31) arranged to
project an image onto a projection screen formed by a
loudspeaker panel (32) of the kind shown in Figures 1 and
2. The latter (32) comprises a panel (2) having aluminium
or carbon fibre reinforced skins (21, sandwiching a

35 honeycomb core (22) of aluminium foil. The composite may
be secured together using any epoxy adhesive. For a screen
panel sire of 1.22 x 1.38m, the thickness of the aluminium

20

25

30
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skins may be 300 microns. The core thickness may be limm
and the cell size of honeycomb may be 9.5mm. Such a panel
is stiff, of low density, High modulus and is substantially
isotropic as to bending stiffness.

5 A pair of smaller subsidiary loudspeakers (114) of the
kind described in Figures 1 and 2 are hinged on opposite
sides of the centre channel loudspeaker panel (32) by means
of hinges (34) whereby the subsidiary panels can be hinged
against the primary panel (32) when not in use and can be

10 moved into- position as illustrated for use. The sub-
sidiary panels (114 J are arranged to receive and radiate
respective left and right hand channel information, e.g.
for stereo operation. The subsidiary loudspeakers (114) may
comprise panels (2) having skins (21) of aluminium foil, or

15 carbon fibre or glass fibre reinforced plastics. A decor-
ative film, e.g. of Melanex, may be applied over one or
both of the skins. The core (22) of the panels (114) may
be of aluminium foil, e.g. in a honeycomb cell arrangement,
or may be of paper cells. Where paper is employed it may

20 be impregnated with a plastics material such as a phenolic
compound to improve the stiffness of the paper. The cell
size may be in the range 3 to 6mm and the core thickness
may be of the order of 3 to 10mm. Where the skins are of
aluminium foil they may be 25 to 100 microns in thickness.

25 An epoxy adhesive may be used to assemble the panel.

Stereo, i.e. two-channel sound reproduction, involves
the creation of sound stage illusion containing the proper-
ties of source location, perspective and the ambience of
the original recording. Stereo with conventional speakers

30 is strong on aspects of phantom source location and in some
cases perspective, but is weaker in respect of the express-
ion of natural space and ambience. This -.is*- because the
near point source nature of conventional pistonic speakers
makes it easy aurally to identify their physical location,

35 which in conflict with the desire for overall stereo image
localisation.

It is often said that as reproducing devices the loud-
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speakers should disappear into the sound stage illusion.
Part of the problem lies in the relatively narrow forward
radiating directivity of conventional speakers. Addition-
ally, the sound -balance to the sides and rear of the encl-
osure, sound which strongly drives the reverberant sound
field in the room, is coloured and unbalanced with signif-
icant variations in frequency response. This detracts from
the sense of natural acoustic space and ambience.

The embodiment of Figure 55 employs a pair of acoustic
panel speakers for left and right channels which are set in
complex vibration over the whole surface over a wide frequ-
ency range typically loOHz to 20kHz. The central/primary
loudspeaker pahel (32) is shown suspended on suspension
means (33) but alternatively the panel may be supported

15 e.g. on a floor stand.

Figure 57 shows how the projection apparatus may be
arranged in a room (145) equipped with seating (146). The
apparatus has a projector (31) projecting an image onto the
screen (32) and also includes a pair of subwoofers (35),

20 which may be of conventional construction, at the sides of
the room to improve bass audio extension and a pair of rear
effect loudspeakers (117) i.e. so-called ambience speakers,
at the rear of the room. Suitably the rear speakers (117)
are also of the kind shown in Figures 1 and 2 in view of

25 their wide- and even sound dispersion characteristics. The
rear effect loudspeakers may be of the same construction as
the subsidiary loudspeakers (114).

A distributed mode panel loudspeaker hereof can have
remarkable non-directional properties. For acoustic repro-

30 duction of ambience channels of a sound system, the energy
must be widely distributed, ideally from non-directional
sources. It is important that the sound source is not well
localised otherwise the perception of a large ambient
space, the simulated acoustic region behind the listener,

35 is unsatisfactory.

Hitherto conventional directional and/or small source
speakers, generally moving coil types, have been used for
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ambie.ce reproduction. Due to the intensity phenomenon ofaural perception, audience members seated cioser to anearby ambience speaker find tbeir perception strongly
localised on- that speaker greatly impairing the ambienceeffect and their whole appreciation of the multichannel
sound field. The localisation may be so powerful thataural attention is drawn away from the primary front stagesound channels.

An ambience reproducing system built with one or moreloudspeakers according to the teachings hereof deliver alarge sound field or near uniform intensity which hasdeliberately poor localisation, a large audience may be
'

handled, even with some persons in close proximity (as nearas 0.5m) to the panel loudspeakers without any significant
localisation of the immediate reproducing channel and withthe vital property of an unimpaired aural perception of theimportant front channels. Greatly ^proved realism isachieved for the multi-channel sound reproducing system as
a whole as a result of the desirable radiating characteris-
tics of the acoustic panel sound reproducer. The ambience
loudspeakers may if desired be suspended on wires and
disguised, by the application of a suitable image to the
panel (2) to resemble pictures.

Figure 56 shows how the frames (l) of the projection/
25 loudspeaker panel may be formed with a return lip {3 6,whereby the suspension (3) can be concealed. The frames of

the subsidiary loudspeakers (114, and the ambience loud-
speakers (117) may be similarly formed.

Particular device aspects of this invention include a
30 projection screen comprising a panel having a light reflec-

tive surface, wherein the screen is a distributed mode
acoustic radiator having a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively thereon to vibrate the radiator to cause it to
resonate; the radiator preferably comprising a stiff light-

35 weight panel having a cellular core sandwiched between a
pair of high modulus skins, a surrounding frame, and a
resilient suspension mounting the panel in the frame the

20
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cellular core preferably being of honey-comb aluminium
foil, and the skins preferably being of fibre-reinforced
plastics: and/or as the projection screen comprising panel-
form loudspeakers attached to opposite sides thereof to
provide left and right hand channel information, say' left
and right hand loudspeakers being hinged on the radiator to
be foldable against the radiator for storage, preferably
themselves as distributed mode acoustic radiators each
having a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively thereon
to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate: and/or as
audio visual apparatus characterised by a projection screen
as aforesaid and/or the audio-visual apparatus comprising
at least one rear channel loudspeaker in the form of a
distributed mode acoustic radiator having a transducer

IS mounted wholly and exclusively thereon to vibrate the
radiator to cause it to resonate.

Such an acoustic panel built to sufficient size to
serve as a projection screen for still, film and video
images, is thus simultaneously a sound reproducer, with
advantage as the centre or dialogue channel of home theatre
equipment, and an acoustic panels hereof having good size,
say over 0.6m wide, and providing very good sound coverage
for audiences. Working demonstrations have shown high
intelligibility and sound clarity over the whole audience
region with a major advantage that persons nearest to the
screen do not suffer blasting from excessive proximate
sound levels, invariably a flaw of conventional direct
radiating cone based speakers.

Moreover, another inventive aspect of a projection
screen hereof arises in relation to conventional centre
channel speakers and the ear's readiest tendency for loc-
ating the acoustic centre of a cone/diaphragm loudspeaker,
so that all sounds appear to come from such concentrated
small source, thus detracting from the sense of realism;
whereas, for an acoustic panel hereof, its uniquely non-
directional radiation property means that the sound appears
to come from the general acoustic region of the screen but

20
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not from one isolated point, so that, when the image is
accompanied with sound on the panel, there is a powerful
synaesthetic effect, in that lack of specific sound source
localisation allows the ear/brain sound-sensing combination
freely to associate an imagined, virtual and undefined/app-
roximate location for sound sources sensorally to appear to
be synchronised and/or registering with locations presented
by the visual image on the acoustic surface, e.g. mentally
relating voices quite closely and accurately to mouths and
faces. With well recorded dialogue sections, not only does
a virtual or perceived acoustic image appear to track the
actual visual image, but can also serve to convey the inf-
ormation needed for the perception to depth/perspective, so
that the quality of audience involvement in the cinematic
experience is substantially enhanced.

Slotting (38) for edges of resonant mode panel members
hereof, see Figure 58, can also be useful in dealing with
improving uniformity of bending wave action, and/or gener-
ally for controlling particular frequencies by affecting
relevant resonant modes.

In relation to any desired further correction, or
composition of desired frequency-related response, perhaps
particularly at low or high frequency ends of operating
range, say if coincidence frequency is included either at
such end -or medially, electronic input signal processing
for a loudspeaker hereof can be provided.

Figure 59 shows simple input signal bandwidth control
through capacitor (77) and resister capacitor (78,77)
amplifier (10) circuits (Figures 59a, 59b) for piezoelectric
transducers (9, Figure 59a.; 79, Figure 59dj including
assessing to a required range response (96, Figure 59c.) .

Further sample passive equalizer circuitcy (compared
with normal core-type cross-over networks) is indicated in
Figure 60a (using amplifier 10 with parallel LCR network
113, 77, 78) and Figure 60s (parallel resistor-capacitor
circuit (78, 77)) relative to particular frequency response
requirements (Figures 60b_, 604) perhaps of particular rel-
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evance to dealing with included coincidence frequency
effects.

Areal curving of resonant panel members hereof
has been mentioned in relation to affecting bending
stiffness in the dimension of the panel member concerned.
However, there can be other desiderata or requirements for
curved loudspeakers, or microphones, or passive
reverberation, filtering or voicing panels, say
unobtrusively to fit to curved surfaces, such as columns.
Figure 61 indicates use of curved resonant panel
loudspeakers (55), or as repeaters or satellites, that
demonstrate diffusion (Figure 61aj. focussing (Figure 61bJ
and application in a listening room involving forward
focussing loudspeakers, typically for defining stereo with
diffusion (57) behind them, and rearward diffusing
loudspeakers, typically for improving ambience.

As to full five channel home theatre ambience systems,
such as achievable using resonant panel loudspeaker hereof,
including the screen (118) itself as the centre channel and
any desired sub-woofers (35). However, particular merit is
seen in systems where perhaps only rearward ambience loud-
speakers are of resonant panel type, see 117 or Figure 62,
perhaps because conventional core-type forward stereo loud-
speakers (42) are, for some reason, actually preferred.

Turning to use of panel members hereof purely as
passive acoustic devices, Figure 63 shows voicing for a
small theatre or dance studio; and Figure 64 shows use in
mounting such as a Hi-Fi unit (46), say as a base (44)
shown on pads or feet (45). Figure 65 shows use as struc-
tural panels (44) of an enclosure for conventional core-
type (42) loudspeaker units, and can be highly successful
as to giving minimum colouration and/or even- correcting
room or other colouration if "varied" appropriately.
Figures 66& and 66fe show a panel (22) used as an upright
piano sounding board (47) mounting backing onto its strin-
ged frame 108, with fixing by studs 107 that can have a
clamping or only a just retaining action, it being the case
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that holes through panels hereof need not be deleterious if
in appropriate calculable^ positions, even can be beneficial
in relation to specified modal frequencies. It would be
feasible to so* mount with good location, but no unwanted

5 effects on vibrational performance.
Figure 67 concerns manufacture from the point where

stock sheet for the cores (22), which is in a size from
which several panel members (2) can result, has at least
one skin applied (lower in Figure 67bj; and tha other skin

10 (21) is applied (upper in Figure 67a) over as much as
desired up to the whole of the core sheet after the
transducers (9) are installed, conveniently along with
printed wiring track (122) and transducer lead wiring (28),
advantageously connected up for reeling out, before the

15 upper of the skins (21), and fixing into shallow indenting
of the core stock material. Movement shown by arrow (125)
allows guillotining (124) at one desired panel dimension
(length) and the other (width) can be set by width of the
stock core material or by splitting as shown and leading to

20 highly effective mass production. The panel member
dimensions (length/width) are, of course, as readily
determined in practising methods hereof, including for
other than rectangular shapes to be finished from
rectangular precursors that correspond with relevant aspect

25 ratio determined as herein.

HWPUSTRIAT, APPLTr.ABTT.TTY
Embodiments of this invention have the same and more uses
and applications than the ubiquitous conventional cone-type
loudspeakers.

30
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CLAIMS
1. Method of making an acoustic device to include a
member extending transversely of its thickness and capable
of sustaining bending waves at least over an intendedly
consequentially acoustically active area of the trans'verse
extent of said member, the method including analysis of
distribution of resonant modes of natural bending wave
vibration of said member over said area, said distribution
of natural said resonant modes varying according to values
of particular parameters of said member; and selecting
values of said parameters resulting in said distribution of
natural resonant modes being consonant with required achie-
vable acoustic action of said member for operation of said
device over a desired frequency range; and making, as at

15 least a component of said device, a said member with said
selected values of said parameters.
2. Acoustic device including a member extending transver-
sely of its thickness and capable of sustaining bending
waves at least over an intendedly consequentially acoustic-
ally active area of the transverse extent of said member,
the member having a distribution of resonant modes of its
natural bending wave vibration at least over said area that
is dependent on values of particular parameters of said
members, which values have been selected to predetermine
said distribution of natural resonant modes being consonant
with required achievable acoustic action of said member for
operation of said device over a desired operative acoustic
frequency range.

3. Method or acoustic device according to claim l or
30 claim 2, wherein said parameters are associated with at

least two different directions through said area of said
member.

4. Method according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein said
analysis involves assessing parts or subareas of said area

3 5 for content of vibrational energy from predetermined said
natural resonant nodes; and said selecting is so as to red-
uce incidence of low vibrational energy contents of said

20

25
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parts or subareas

.

5. Method according to claim 4, wherein said reducing is
to minimise incidence of low vibrational energy contents of
said parts or suba*reas.

5 6. Method according to any preceding claim, wherein said
analysis involves assessing parts or subareas of said area
for content of vibrational energy from predetermined said
natural resonant modes, and said selecting is as to produc-
ing more even spread of vibrational energy contents of said

10 parts or subareas.

7. Method of making an acoustic device to include a
member extending transversely of its thickness and capable
of sustaining bending waves at least over an intendedly
acoustically active area of its transverse extent involving

15 acoustically relevant resonant modes of its natural bending
wave vibration which has a characteristic distribution over
said area of vibrationally more or most active regions and
vibrationally less or least active regions that is depend-
ent on values of at least two particular parameters of said

20 member, the method comprising analysis of less or least and
more or most vibrational activity in said regions, and sel-
ecting values corresponding to a said distribution in which
regions of low or no vibrational activity are reduced to-
wards optimum practical for further corresponding with

25 desired achievable acoustic operation of said device; and
making, as at least a component of said device, a said
member with said selected values of said parameters.

8. Acoustic device comprising a member extending transve-
rsely of its thickness and capable of sustaining bending

30 waves in an intendedly acoustically operative area of its
transverse extent involving acoustically relevant resonant
modes of its natural bending wave vibration which has a
characteristic distribution over said area of vibrationally
more or most active regions and vibrationally less or least

35 active regions that is dependent on values of at least two
particular parameters of said member, wherein said member
has selected values of said parameters predetermined to
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give a corresponding said distribution in which regions of
low or no vibrational activity are reduced towards optimum
practical for further corresponding with desired achievable
acoustic operation of said device.

5 9. Method or acoustic device according to any one of
claims 4 to 9, wherein one set of said resonant modes and
corresponding contributions to said distribution are part-
icularly affected by at least one of said parameters and
another set of said resonant modes and corresponding cont-

0 ributions to said distribution are particularly affected by
another of said parameters, the selected values of said one
and other parameters corresponding to said contributions of
said one set to said vibrationally more or most active
regions being as complementary as practically achievable

5 relative to said contributions of said other set to said
vibrationally less or least active regions, and vice versa.
10. Method according to any preceding claim, wherein said
analysis involves assessing frequencies of said resonant
modes for spacings of their values, and said determining is
as to achieving optimum practical spacings of those frequ-
encies.

11. Method or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein said parameters can be related to .at least
two different conceptual frequencies to which frequencies
of said resonant modes can themselves be related.
12. Method of making an acoustic device having a member
extending transversely of its thickness and capable of
sustaining bending waves in an acoustically operative area
of its transverse extent involving operatively relevant
resonant modes of its natural bending wave vibration that
can be related to at least two conceptual frequencies that
are dependent on values of at least two particular param-
eters of said member, the method comprising analysis to
determine selected values of said parameters to give values
of said conceptual frequencies thus related said resonant
modes at frequencies that are spaced and inter-leaved ben-
eficially to achieving desired acoustic operation of said
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device; and making, as at least a component of said device,
a said member with said selected values of said parameters!
13. Acoustic device comprising a member extending transv-
ersely of its thickness and capable of sustaining bending

5 waves in an acoustically operative area of its transverse
extent involving operatively relevant resonant modes of its
natural bending wave vibration that can be related to at
least two conceptual frequencies that are dependent on sel-
ected values of at least two parameters of saJLd member,

10 wherein said member has values of said parameters predete-
rmined to give values of said conceptual frequencies thus
indicate said resonant modes at frequencies that are spaced
and inter-leaved beneficially to achieving desired acoustic
operation of said device.

15 14. Method or acoustic device according to any one of
claims 10 to 13, wherein said selected parameters assure
that said conceptual frequencies are so related that there
is inter-leaving of said resonant mode frequencies with
spacings and consequent spread at or approaching optimum

20 for non-coincidence and even-ness of such spread.
15. Method or acoustic device according to any one of
claims 10 to 14, wherein said conceptual frequencies are
each definingly affected by said selected values of diff-
erent said parameters.

25 16. Metbod or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein said selected values are of corresponding
said parameters relating to geometrical configuration or
shape and/or to bending stiffnesses in different
directions

.

30 17. Method or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein said selected values are of corresponding
said parameters of a similar nature and • selectable by a
mutually relative value, such as a ratio or a relative
percentage

.

35 18. Method or acoustic device according to claim 16 or 17,
wherein geometrical said corresponding parameters define
shape of at least said area of said member for given bend-
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ing stiffness (es) of said member through said area.
19. Method or acoustic device according to claim 18, wher-
ein said selected values of said geometrical parameters
specify a particular variation of a basic shape according

5 to dimensions in different directions across said shape.
20. Method of making an acoustic device including the step
of determining geometrical configuration of a member exten-
ding transversely of its thickness in its area to be conf-
igured, said member being capable of sustaining bending

10 waves at least over said area, the method including; analys-
is of distribution of resonant modes of natural bending
wave vibration of said member, which distribution will be
different for different said configurations of said area as ^

variably defined by relevant geometrical parameters, and
15 selecting a particular relative value of said parameters

for which said distribution of natural resonant modes is
determined as being consonant with desired achievable acou-
stic device action or operation over a frequency range of
interest; and making as a component of said device a said

20 member having its said area configured to said particular
relative value of said geometrical parameters.
21. Acoustic device including a member extending transv-
ersely of its thickness over an area of predetermined geom-
etrical configuration, said member being capable of sust-

25 aining bending waves at least over said area, at least said •

area being configured to predetermine distribution of reso-
nant modes of natural bending wave vibration of said member
by a selected particular relative value of geometrical par-
ameters defining said configuration and consequent said

30 distribution of natural resonant modes consonant with des-
ired achievable acoustic device action or operation over a

frequency range of interest. ~

22. Method or acoustic device according to claim 20 or
claim 21, wherein said geometrical parameters include dim-

35 ensions in different directions across said area.

23. Method of making an acoustic device having a member
extending transversely of its thickness and capable of
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define a geometrical configuration of said member determin-
ing at least two conceptual frequencies relatable to frequ-
ecies of resonant modes of natural bending wave vibration

5 over its area, which conceptual frequencies have a mutual
relationship such that predetermined lower frequency res-
onant modes relatableto said conceptual frequencies are
correlated by at least some of vibrationally more or most
active regions of said area of those said modes related to

10 one of said conceptual frequencies being shared by or corr-
esponding to vibrationally less or least active regions
related to those modes of the other of said conceptual
frequencies; and making, as at least a component of said
device, a said member having at least its said area conf-

15 igured to said particular relative value of said geomet-
rical parameters.

24. Acoustic device comprising a member extending trans-
versely of its thickness and capable of sustaining bending
waves, wherein the member has a geometrical configuration

20 determining natural bending wave vibration over its area
with resonant modes relatable to at least two conceptual
frequencies, and a relationship between said conceptual
frequencies such that predetermined lower frequency reson-
ant modes arising from said conceptual frequencies are

25 correlated by at least some of vibrationally more or most
active regions of said area for those said modes related to
one of said conceptual frequencies being shared by or corr-
esponding to vibrationally less or least active regions
rel-ated to those said modes of the other of said concept-

30 ual frequencies.

25. Method or acoustic device according to claim 23 or
claim 24, wherein dimensions of said meiiber determining
said conceptual frequencies are in different directions
across said area.

35 26. Method or acoustic device according to claim 22 or
claim 25, wherein said directions are substantially mutual-
ly perpendicular.
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27. Acoustic device according to claim 26, wherein said
area is of substantially rectangular shape with length and
width as said geometrical parameters or dimensions.
28. Acoustic device according to claim 27, wherein said
substantially rectangular area has substantially equal
bending stiffnesses along its length and width, which are
unequal dimensionally by about 13.4% or about 37%.
29. Acoustic device according to claim 27 or claim 28,
wherein said area is short of true rectangle corners for at
least one diagonal dimension by an amount beneficially
relating attributable resonant modes to those arising from
length and width dimensions.

30. Acoustic device according to claim 29, wherein said
amount is between about 10% and about 15% for diagonal ben-
ding stiffness (es) not differing substantially from bending
stiffness (e) in the length and width directions.
31. Acoustic device according to claim 27 or claim 28,
wherein said substantially rectangular area has diagonal
bending stiffness (es) different from bending stiffness (es)
in the directions of its length and width by an amount ben-
eficially relating attributable resonant modes to those
arising from its length and width dimensions.
32. Acoustic device according to claim 26, wherein said
area is of substantially true elliptical shape with its
major and minor axes as said geometrical parameters or dim-
ensions.

33. Acoustic device according to claim 32, wherein said
member has substantially equal bending stiffnesses along
its major and minor axes, which are dimensionally unequal
by of about 18.2% or about 34%.

34. Acoustic device according to claim 26, wherein said
area is of substantially super-elliptical Shape with its
major and minor axes as said geometrical parameters to be
determined dimensionally for any particular super-ellipse

3 5 defining power factor (s)

.

35. Acoustic device according to claim 34, wherein said
area is of substantially super-elliptical shape with its

20

25

30
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super-ellipse defining power factor to be determined for
any particular relative dimensional value (s) of its major
and minor axes.

36. Acoustic device according to claim 34 or 35, wherein
5 said member has substantially equal bending stiffnesses

along said major and minor axes, which are dimensionally
unequal by of about 13% to about 22%, or about 32%, and
said defining power factor is about 3.5 to about 4.

37. Acoustic device according to claim 26, wherein .said

10 member is of composite shape and has substantially equal
bending stiffnesses along and transversely of a common
major axis for parts of said area substantially corres-
ponding to super-elliptical and true elliptical, respect-
ively, merged with said common major axis with said elli-

15 ptical part favoured by about 1.1-1.3:1, and an aspect
ration of favouring said common major axis by about 1.2:1.

38. Acoustic device according to claim 19, 22, 25-27, 29-

32, 34 or 35, wherein said member has different bending
stiffnesses in said directions, and said dimensions are

20 such as to give as near as is practicable substantially
equivalent results for said resonant modes as achieved for
substantially equal bending stiffness (es ) in said direct-
ions, including any appropriate scaling.

39. Acoustic device according to claim 38, wherein said

25 equivalent results include relationship of conceptual
frequencies to which said resonant modes of interest are

relatable.

40. Method of making an acoustic device using a member of

given geometrical configuration extending transversely of

30 its thickness and capable of sustaining bending waves over

its area, the method including analysis to determine values

of geometrical parameters in respective ones* of two direct-
ions across said area that contribute with corresponding
bending stiffnesses of said member to deriving conceptual

35 frequencies relatable to natural bending wave vibration of

said member being as useful as practicable within said area

for achievable acoustical action of part of said member
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relative to desired performance of said device, and determ-
ining corresponding bending stiffnesses in said directions,
and defining said part as an acoustically operative area by
way of means limiting passage of bending waves in said
member beyond said limiting means; and making, as at least
a component of said device, a said .member with limited said
operative area.

41. Method of making an acoustic device having a member
extending transversely of its thickness in an area of desi-
red geometrical configuration and capable of -sustaining
bending waves over said area, the method including analysis
using geometrical parameters that define said desired geom-
etrical configuration in respective ones of two directions
across said area and contribute with corresponding bending

15 stiffnesses to deriving conceptual frequencies relatable to
natural bending wave vibration of said member in said area,
ascertaining said conceptual frequencies that correspond
with desired acoustical action of said member and perform-
ance of said device, and determining corresponding bending
stiffnesses in said directions; and making, as at least a
component of said device, a said member of materials and
structure aff-ording said bending stiffness in said
geometrical configur-ation.

42. Acoustic device comprising a member extending trans-
25 versely of its thickness and capable of sustaining bending

waves over its area, wherein the member has a geometrical
configuration with unequal overall bending resistances in
directions determining at least two conceptual frequencies
relatable to natural bending wave vibration over said area

30 and resonant modes arising for natural bending wave vibra-
tion in said member that are consonant with desired acoust-
ic action or performance of said device. " "

43. Method according to any preceding claim, wherein said
analysis involves only predetermined said resonant modes

3 5 that are low rather than high in said frequency range.
44. Method according to claim 43, wherein said predeterm-
ined resonant modes include more than twenty above natural

20
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fundamental and related conceptual frequencies further
relatable to said natural pending wave vibration of said
member.

45. Method according to claim 44, wherein said predeterm-
5 ined resonant modes include the first twenty-five or more

above said natural resonant frequencies.

46. Method or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein the or each said member has damping means
selectively applied thereto as predetermined to- control

10 frequencies corresponding to one or more said resonant
modes

.

47. Method or acoustic device according to claim 46, wher-
ein said selective damping means includes damping attach-
ments at medial positions of said area.

15 48. Method or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein the or each said member has its bounding
edges coterminous with said area.

49. Method or acoustic device according to any preceding
claim, wherein the or each said acoustic device has a frame

20 applied about its edges so as to permit bending wave vibra-
tion thereat to a desired extent.

50. Method or acoustic device according to claim 49, wher-
ein said frame is so applied with vibration-controlling
material between said frame and said edges.

25 51. Method or acoustic device according any one of claims
1 to 47, wherein said area is defined within said trans-
verse .extent of said member by means adversely affecting
passage of bending waves beyond said area.

52. Passive acoustic device according to, or obtainable by
the method of, any preceding claim, adapted to use in any
of reverberation, acoustic filtering and acoustic environ-
mental voicing purposes. '*

"*

53. Active acoustic device according to, or obtainable by
the method of, any one of claims 1 to 51, further including

3 5 transducer means coupled to said member, and adapted to use
as either of a loudspeaker and a microphone.

54. Acoustic device according to claim 52 or claim 53,

30
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wherein said member has an operative acoustic frequency
range spanning more than 4_KHz.

55. Acoustic device according to claim 52, 53 or 54,
wherein said member has an operative acoustic frequency
range that includes the coincidence frequency.
56. Acoustic device according to claim 52, 53 or 54,
wherein said member has an operative acoustic frequency
range that is wholly below the coincidence frequency.
57. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 52 to
56. wherein said member has a ratio of bending stiffness to
mass per unit area consistent, for particular size of said
member, with a lowest bending wave frequency lower than the
acoustic operating frequency range of said device.
58. Acoustic device according to claim 57, wherein said
lowest bending wave frequency is at least 20Hz.
59. Acoustic device according to claim 57 or claim 58,
wherein said lowest bending wave frequency is at less than
half, preferably about a third, of bottom of the acoustic
operating frequency range.

60. Acoustic device according to claim 57, 58 or 59,
wherein said member has bending stiffness between minima of
about 0.1 to about 1,000 and maxima of about 4 to about
3,500 Newton-metres, and mass per unit area between minima
of about 0.05 to about 1.5 and maxima of about 1 and about
4 kilograms/square metre, depending on size/application.
61. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 55 to
60, wherein said member is a stiff light-weight structure
of laminated sandwich-type nature having a stiff cellular
core and adhered skins to propagate bending waves and
sustain said resonant modes at frequencies of interest.
62. Acoustic device according to claim 61, wherein said
cellular core has shear modulus of at least' about 10 mega-
pascals and adhered skin Young's modulus of at least about
1 gigapascal.

63. Acoustic device according to claim 61, wherein said
member, at least for sizes below about 0.1 square metre and
lowest bending wave frequencies above about 100Hz, has a
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bending stiffness that can be below about 10 Newtonmetres,
core shear modulus that can be as low as about 10 mega-
pascals or less and skins' Young's modulus in the range
from about 0,5 to about 2.5 gigapascals.

5 64. Acoustic device according to claim 61, wherein said
member, at least for sizes between about 0.1 and about 0.3
square metre and lowest bending wave frequencies as low as

about 70Hz, has bending stiffness between about 5 and about
50 or more Newtonmetres, core shear modulus that is usually

10 above 10 megapascals typically about 15 megapascals up to

about 80 or more megapascals, and skins' Young's modulus of

at least about 2 gigapascals up to about 70 or more giga-
pascals.

65. Acoustic device according to claim 61, wherein said
15 member, at least for sizes between about 0.3 and about 1

square metres, has a lowest bending wave frequency that can

be as low as about 50Hz, a bending stiffness usually above

about 20 megapascals typically about 50 up to about 500 or

more Newtonmetres, core shear modulus that is usually above

20 about 10 typically about between about 20 and about 90 meg-

apascals, and skins' Young's modulus of at least about 2

gigapascals feasibly up to at least about 70 gigapascals.

66. Acoustic device according to claim 61, wherein said

member, at least for sizes over about 1 up to perhaps 5

25 square metres or more and lowest bending wave frequency

that can be as low as about 25 to 70Hz, has bending stiff-

ness above about 25 Newtonmetres, core shear modulus usua-

lly over 30 megapascals, and skins' Young's modulus of at

least about 20 gigapascals ranging up to at least about

30 1,000 gigapascals.

67. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 61 to

66, wherein said core has cells capable 6f ""contributing

useful additional volume-related high frequency non-bending

wave resonances.

3 5 68. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 61 to

67, wherein said core has structure capable of contributing

useful additional high frequency compression/recovery non-
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bending wave resonances.

69. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 61 to
67, wherein said core has cells cooperating with said skins
to afford useful tiny drum-like (cell-cap) additional high
frequency non-bending wave resonances.
70. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
69, wherein compliance of mounting said transducer means to
said member core affords useful additional low frequency
non-bending wave resonances.

71. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 52 to
70, wherein compliance of supporting said member affords
useful additional low frequency non-bending wave resona-
nces.

72. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
71, wherein said transducer means has at least a movable
bending wave operative part thereof mechanically coupled to
said member predominantly resistively.
73. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
72, wherein said transducer means is of piezoelectric type.
74. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
72, wherein said transducer means is of electromagnetic
coil-and-magnet type.

75. Acoustic device according to claim 74, wherein said
electromagnetic transducer means is of moving-coil type.
76. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
75, wherein said transducer means is surface-mounted to
said, member.

77. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
75, wherein said transducer means has at least a movable
bending wave operative part mounted in a recess into the
thickness of said member.

78. Acoustic device according to any oner of claims 53 to
77, wherein said transducer means has its movable bending
wave operative part mounted to occupy less than 0.1% of
surface area of said member.

79. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to
78, wherein said transducer means has its movable bending
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wave operative part of mass about 1 to 2 times that of

portion of said member covered or removed to accommodate

said part,

80. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to

5 79, wherein said transducer means is wholly carried by said

member,

81. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to

80, wherein said member has a substantially rectangular

acoustically operative said area, and said transducer means

10 is located at a position substantially corresponding to 3/7

and/or 4/9 and/or 5/13 of lengths of sides of said member

used as coordinates from a corner of said area or member.

82. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to

80, wherein said member has a substantially true elliptical

15 acoustically operative said area, and said transducer means

is located at a position substantially corresponding, as

coordinates from centre of said area or member, to 0.43 and

0.20 of its half-major and half-minor axes having relative

length ratio of substantially 1:1.182.

20 83. Acoustic device according to any one of claims 53 to

80, wherein said member has a substantially super-elliptic-

al acoustically operative said area, and said transducer

means is located at at a position inside outer edge of said

area or member by about 15% of a line to its centre.

25 84. Method according to any preceding method claim, where-

in said analysis extends to assessing vibrational energy

content of parts or subareas of said area for contributions

from predetermined said natural resonant modes, the method

further comprising determining at least one location within

30 said area for bending wave transducer means by first find-

ing at least one region of said area having said contribut-

ions from high or highest numbers of said predetermined

resonant modes.

85. Method according to any preceding method claim, where-

35 in said analysis extends to assessing vibrational energy

content of parts or subareas of said area for contributions

from said predetermined natural resonant modes, the method
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further comprising determining two or more locations within
said area for bending wave^ transducer means by first find-
ing regions collectively having contributions from most up
to all of said predetermined resonant modes.

5 86. Method of making an acoustic ^device having a member
extending transversely of its thickness in an area of pre-
scribed configuration and capable of sustaining bending
waves over said area, the method comprising determining
location in said area for bending wave transducer. means by

10 analysis of distribution of vibrational energy from predet-
ermined resonant modes of natural bending wave vibration of
said member over said area, and identifying at least one
region in said area at which high or highest numbers of
said predetermined resonant modes contribute significant

15 vibrational energy.

87. Method of making an acoustic device having a member
extending transversely of its thickness in an area of pre-
scribed configuration and capable of sustaining bending
waves over said area, the method comprising determining
location in said area for bending wave transducer means by
analysis of distribution of vibrational energy from predet-
ermined resonant modes of natural bending wave vibration of
said member over said area, and identifying two or more
regions in said area that in combination have significant

25 vibrational energy contributions from most or all of said
predetermined resonant modes.

88. Method according to any one of claims 84 to 87, where-
in said analysis additionally or alternatively identifies
two or more regions of said area that have substantially

30 complementary vibrational energy contributions from said
predetermined resonant modes.

89. Method according to any one of claims 84 to 88, comp-
rising the step of mounting transducer means to couple with
at least those of said resonant modes contributing to a

35 said region.

90. Acoustic device comprising a member extending trans-
versely of its thickness and capable of sustaining areal

20
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bending waves over its area, wherein the member has at
least one transducer means

r
coupled directly thereto at at

least one location that is asymmetric in geometrical conf-
iguration of sai'd member and at least about. 10% to 15%
inside said area along a notional line to its centre.*
91. Acoustic device according to claim 90, wherein the or
each said location for said transducer means is off said
line, including any centre line(s) or other axes of said
area by at least 7%.

92. Acoustic device according to claim 90 or claim 91,
wherein the or each said location for said transducer means
is where there is coupling to substantial complexity of
vibrational cont-ributions from plural resonant modes of
natural bending wave vibration of said member.
93. Acoustic device according to claim 92, wherein said
geometrical configuration of said member is proportioned
taking into account any directional differences of bending
stiffness for distribution of vibrational content due to
bending wave action at its natural resonant modes that is
beneficial to acoustic performance of the device.
94. Acoustic device according to claim 93, comprising a
microphone, wherein plural said transducer means have their
said locations each as far as practicably different as to
relative values of coordinates of its position in said
area.

95. A panel-form loudspeaker (81) comprising a resonant
distributed mode acoustic radiator (2), and drive means (9)
mounted to the radiator to excite distributed mode
resonance in the radiator, characterised by a baffle (6,8)
surrounding and supporting the radiator.
96. A panel-form loudspeaker comprising a resonant
distributed mode acoustic radiator having -a periphery, a
transducer mounted to the radiator to excite distributed
mode resonance in the radiator, and a frame supporting the
radiator, the transducer being coupled between the radiator
and the frame to vibrate the panel to cause it to resonate
to produce an acoustic output, characterised in that the
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frame supports the radiator round its periphery and by
resilient suspension means coupled between the frame and
the radiator periphery.

97. A loudspeaker comprising an enclosure, an acoustic
5 radiator in the enclosure, a compliant suspension mounting

the radiator in the enclosure for pistonic movement
relative thereto, and transducer means for driving the
radiator pistonically, characterised in that the radiator
is a panel-form distributed mode acoustic radiator, by a

10 first transducer mounted wholly and exclusively^ on the
radiator to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate,
and by means for varying the air pressure in the enclosure
to cause the radiator to move pistonically

.

98. An inertial vibration transducer characterised by an
15 assembly comprising a motor coil having a coil rigidly

fixed to a tubular member, by a magnet assembly disposed
concentrically within the motor coil, and by resilient
means supporting the magnet assembly for axial movement
relative to the motor coil, the motor coil member being

20 adapted to be rigidly mounted to a distributed mode
radiator.

99. A loudspeaker comprising an inertial transducer as
claimed in any preceding claim.

100. An inertial vibration transducer characterised by a

25 plate-like piezo-electric bender and means adapted to mount
the bender on a member to be vibrated, the arrangement
being such that a substantial part of the bender is spaced
from the member for movement relative thereto.

101. A loudspeaker having a distributed mode acoustic
30 radiator, characterised by a transducer as claimed in any

preceding claim coupled to vibrate the radiator to cause it

to resonate.

102. A vibration transducer to vibrate a member having a

face, characterised by a motor coil assembly having a coil
35 rigidly fixed to a tubular member, the motor coil assembly

being adapted to be fixed to the said face of the member,
and by a magnet assembly comprising opposed disc-like pole
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pieces, the periphery of one of which pole pieces is
arranged to be disposed with and adjacent to the motor coil
assembly, and the periphery of the other of which pole
pieces is formed with a surrounding flange adapted to

5 surround and to be disposed adjacent to the motor* coil
assembly, and characterised in that the magnet assembly is
adapted to be secured at its centre to the said member to
be vibrated.

103. A loudspeaker characterised by a distributed mode
10 acoustic radiator and by a transducer as claimed in any

preceding claim coupled to vibrate the radiator to cause it
to resonate.

104. A panel-form loudspeaker having a distributed mode
acoustic radiator and a first transducer coupled to the

15 radiator to excite distributed mode resonance in the
radiator, characterised by a second transducer coupled to
vibrate the radiator.

105. A panel-form loudspeaker having a distributed mode
acoustic radiator and a transducer coupled to vibrate the

20 radiator to cause it to resonate, characterised by a second
transducer coupled to the radiator to produce a signal in
response to resonance of the radiator due to incident
acoustic energy.

106. A panel-form microphone characterised by a distributed
25 mode acoustic member and a transducer coupled wholly and

exclusively to the member to produce a signal in response
to resonance of the member due to incident acoustic energy.

107. A suspended ceiling tile incorporating a loudspeaker,
characterised in that the tile comprises a distributed mode

30 acoustic radiator, and by a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively on the radiator to vibrate the radiator to

cause it to resonate. . ~

108. A visual display unit comprising a display screen and
a housing in which the display screen is mounted,

35 characterised in that the housing carries a loudspeaker
comprising a distributed mode acoustic radiator and
transducer means mounted wholly and exclusively on the
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radiator to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate.
109. A lap-top computer comprising a keyboard and a display
screen, characterised in that the display screen is, or
forms part of

,
• a distributed mode acoustic radiator

5 loudspeaker having a transducer mounted wholly* and
exclusively thereon to vibrate the radiator to cause it to
resonate to produce an acoustic output.
110. A portable compact-disc player, characterised by an
opposed pair of panel-form loudspeakers attached to the

10 player, and in that each loudspeaker comprises a
distributed mode acoustic radiator having a transducer
mounted

.

wholly and exclusively thereon to vibrate the
radiator to cause it to resonate.
111. A vehicle having a passenger compartment and a

IS loudspeaker in the passenger compartment, characterised in
that the loudspeaker comprises distributed mode acoustic
radiator and a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively on
the radiator to vibrate the radiator to cause it to
resonate.

20 112. A vehicle component comprising a loudspeaker,
characterised by a distributed mode acoustic radiator and
a vibration transducer mounted on the radiator to vibrate
the radiator to cause it to resonate.
113. An electronic musical instrument having a keyboard,

25 characterised by a loudspeaker comprising a distributed
mode acoustic radiator and a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively on the radiator to vibrate the radiator to
cause it to resonate.

114. A vending machine of the kind comprising a store of
0 articles or product to be dispensed, user operated means

for selecting the article or product to be dispensed,
means, e.g. a coin-freed mechanism, authorisihg-dispensing,
and a dispensing outlet, characterised by a loudspeaker
comprising a distributed mode acoustic radiator and a

5 transducer mounted wholly and exclusively on the radiator
to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate.
115. Visual display apparatus comprising a notice or the
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like board, characterised in that the notice or the like
board is a distributed mode acoustic radiator having a

transducer mounted wholly and exclusively thereon to
vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate.

5 116. Packaging comprising a board component, characterised
in that the board is a distributed mode acoustic radiator
having a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively on the
radiator to vibrate the radiator to cause it to resonate.
117. A greetings or the like card, characterised by a board

10 forming at least part of the card and in that the board is
a distributed mode acoustic radiator having a transducer
mounted wholly and exclusively on the radiator to vibrate
the radiator to cause it to resonate.

118. A display screen comprising a panel having a light
15 reflective or light emitting surface, characterised in that

the screen is a distributed mode acoustic radiator
loudspeaker having a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively thereon to vibrate the radiator to cause it to

resonate to provide an acoustic output.

20 119. Audio visual apparatus characterised by a display
screen as claimed in claim 118.

120. A display screen comprising a panel having a light
reflective or light emitting surface, characterised in that
the screen is a distributed mode acoustic radiator

2 5 loudspeaker having a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively theireon to vibrate the radiator to cause it to

resonate to provide an acoustic output.

121. Audio visual apparatus characterised by a display
screen as claimed in claim 120.
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FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCTflSA/2 10
.

Group I: claims 1-94 are directed generally to a method of aaklng
of or to an icoustlc device Including a aember capable of
sustaining bending waves, or to different embodiments thereof.

Group II: claim 95 Is directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with a drive and a baffle.

Group III: claim 96 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with a supporting frame.

Group IV: claim 97 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with means for varying the air pressure .

Group V: claim 98 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with an 1nert1al vibration transducer comprising resilient means.

Group VI: claim 104 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with two transducers.

Group VII: claims 105-106 are directed to a distributed mode
acoustic member with sound sensor or microphone.

Group VIII: claim 107 Is directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with suspended celling tile.

Group IX: claim 108 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with visual display unit and transducer means mounted wholly
and exclusively on the radiator.

Group X: claim 109 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with lap-top computer and a transducer mounted wholly and
exclusively on the radiator.

Group XI: claim 110 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic radiator
with a portable compact-disc player and a transducer mounted wholly
and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XII: claim 111 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator within a vehicle and a transducer mounted wholly
and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XIII: claim 112 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with a vehicle component and a transducer
mounted on the radiator.

Group XIV: claim 113 Is directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with an electronic musical Instrument having a keyboard
and a transducer mounted wholly and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XV: claim 114 Is directed to a distributed mode acoustic
_ radiator with a vending machine and a transducer mounted
wholly and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XVI: claim 115 Is directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with a notice board and a transducer mounted
wholly and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XVII: claim 116 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with a packaging and a transducer mounted wholly
and exclusively on the radiator.

i
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international Application No. PCT/G8 96/ 02145

FURTHER INFORMATION CONTINUED FROM PCT/1SAV210

Group XVIII: claim 117 1s directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with a greetings card and a transducer mounted wholly
and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XIX: claims 118-121 are directed to a distributed mode acoustic
radiator with a display screen card and a transducer mounted
wholly and exclusively on the radiator.

Group XX: claim 100 1s directed to an 1nert1a1 transducer with plate-11ke
p1ezo-electr1c bender.

Group XXI: claim 102 Is directed to a transducer with a motor coll
assembly and a magnet assembly comprising opposed dl sc- like
pole pieces with a surrounding flange* a&apted to surround and
to be disposed adjacent to the motor coll.
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